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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Investigation of Laser-Induced Cavitation and Non-Linear Optical Response of 

Plasmonic Nanoparticles Solutions 

 

by 

Ariana Nushin Sabzeghabae 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Riverside, September 2022 

Dr. Guillermo Aguilar, Co-Chairperson  

Dr.Lorenzo Mangolini, Co-Chairperson 

 

 

Laser-induced cavitation (LIC) is the formation of an explosive vapor bubble as a 

consequence of a highly focused laser pulse into a liquid medium. This bubble is 

capable of inducing damage to the nearby environment, which is beneficial for many 

applications such as cancer therapy and cavitation peening. The severity of the LIC 

damage depends on the physical properties of the fluid and light interaction with the 

particles. The inclusion of plasmonic nanoparticles, such as gold nanorods (GNR) and 

Titanium Nitride nanoparticles (TiN NP) in the liquids greatly enhances the 

nucleation of LIC bubbles, becoming an important research interest. The plasmonic 

nanoparticles increase the absorption, therefore reducing the laser energy 

requirements and lowering the chance of undesired damage to non-targeted areas. In 

this thesis, the effect of plasmonic nanoparticles on the bubble dynamics and their 

nonlinear optical interaction were investigated to find optimal materials for 

photothermal applications, such as cancer therapy or biosensing, but also their use for 

laser ablation and sensor protection. 
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In our initial studies, the inclusion of GNR in water reduced the energy requirements 

for LIC formation and increased the pressure wave intensity. The decrease in surface 

tension after the addition of GNR motivated us to compare the effect of surface 

tension and viscosity on LIC dynamics for bubbles formed in water-ethanol, water-

glycerol, and water-GNR solutions. Despite many advantages of GNR, these particles 

exhibit low thermal stability in the nanosecond infrared regime. Our comparative 

study on GNR and TiN NP solutions allowed a better understanding of the higher 

thermal stability of TiN NP after cavitation exposure and its superior nonlinear 

absorption coefficient compared to GNR. We also reported the impact of TiN 

nanoparticle concentration and agglomeration on the third-order optical nonlinearities 

of the solutions. The final section of the thesis focuses on the optical and material 

properties of other biomedical materials such as Zirconium Nitride nanoparticles and 

implants. Overall, this thesis deepens our knowledge of the optical, photoacoustic, 

and photothermal properties of new alternative materials and expands on materials' 

interactions with lasers for advancing applications such as drug delivery, targeting, 

and photothermal therapy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction to Cavitation: 

The study of cavitation phenomenom has been a significant area of research due 

to the selective damaging properties of the bubbles nucleation. The damage in ship 

propellers due to the erosion of the blades resulted in one of the first discoveries of 

cavitation [1]. Cavitation bubbles are nuclated where the local pressure inside the liquid 

drops below the vapor pressure and they collapse due to the difference in pressure inside 

the bubble and the surrounding medium.  

The bubble formation is accompanied by an emission of a pressure shockwave 

which can induce damage to the local environment.  Lord Rayleigh, [2] who questioned 

the sound produced by the bubbles formed in the kettle, discovered the presence of the 

pressure wave formed during the bubble collapse. The violent collapse of the bubble 

also can produce sonoluminescence, which is the emission of light when a sound field 

is present. Otherwise, luminance ( flashing light) is formed) simultaneously with the 

bubble in the absence of the sound field. Sonoluminescence lasts approximately 300 ps, 

while luminance tends to be stronger and lasts a few nanoseconds[3].  In addition, 

cavitation oftentimes have a secondary collapses and as a result of periodical collapses, 

a flash of light can be observed by the human eye. The emissio spectrum of these 

phenomena depends on the temperature and pressure amplitude of the pressure waves 

[4].  

Cavitation erosion refers to the damage induced by the bubble to the 

surrounding environment. This was visualized for the first time in 1998 by high-speed 

cameras [5]; In this study, once cavitation was produced at a distance less than twice 

the maximum bubble diameter, the damage to a near flat metal surface was observed. 
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The main cause of erosion in this study was due to jet formation and shockwave 

production of the collapsing bubble. 

Overall, there are four main types of cavitation: hydrodynamic [6], particle [7], 

acoustic [8] and laser-induced cavitation[9-11]. The last want is divided in two 

subcategories: continous wave (CW) laser cavitation, also know as thermocavitation, 

and pulsed laser cavitation. Thermocavitiation involves continuous light illumination 

until the local temperature of the liquid medium reaches values above the boiling point 

(~300°C) and the pressure drops below the vapor pressure. In the thermocavitation 

process, an absorptive solution is often utilized to achieve a superheated region after 

focusing a continiuous laser beam in the liquid. The bubble formed during this process 

eventually collapses and a shockwave is produced [8] Otherwise, pulsed laser cavitation 

involves plasma-induced bubbles formation, where a pulsed laser beam decipates a 

significant amount of energy in a short period of time, creating a high temperature 

ionized gas. In this case, the local pressure also drops below the vapor pressure and 

results in the bubble formation.   

  The plasma-induced cavitation phenomenon, also referred as laser-induced 

breakdown, is associated with the production of nonlinear absorption of the light, 

leading to plasma, shockwaves and bubbles, as a laser beam tightly focuses inside a 

media. Throughout this process, the laser beam ionizes the liquid molecules by two 

different mechanisms: multiphoton ionization and cascade ionization. Once the electron 

density formed by the ionization mechanisms surpasses 1021 e-/cm3, a gas of charged 

particles or plasma forms, [10, 11]. For cascade ionization, initially, highly energized 

free electrons are produced, which later become seed electrons. Once ionization builds 

up, impact ionization occurs, where secondary electrons become excited through a 
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process called the inverse bremsstrahlung effect.  Multiphoton ionization, contrastingly, 

does not require seed electrons or collision and simply refers to the ionization of 

multiple photons due to the presence of a high electric field. It is important to note that 

multiphoton ionization requires a higher energy threshold and is a much faster process 

[10].  

In this thesis,  laser-induced cavitation was investigated by means of an infrared 

Nd: YAG surelite pulsed laser λ= 1064 nm with 10 nanoseconds pulse duration. The 

high power of this laser creates a strong electric field that leads to both multiphoton and 

cascade ionization.  

1.2 Nucleation process: 

As mentioned in the previous sections, cavitation occurs when the pressure falls 

below the vapor pressure. Sufficient number of nucleation sites are required to provide 

the initial stage for the rupture of liquid and transformation to the vapor state. According 

to Brennan [12], there are two types of nucleation sites. The first type is the 

Homogeneous nucleation, which refers to the temporary voids in the liquid formed by 

the thermal motion of the molecules. Contrastingly, heterogeneous nucleation refers to 

the nulceations formed by particulate contaminants in the liquid, dissolved gasses, 

microbubbles, additive nanoparticles, or cosmic radiation. The small gas nuclei 

required for cavitation onset is often called Freestream nuclei. The thermodynamic 

equilibrium requires the difference between the pressure inside the bubble, PB and the 

exterior fluid pressure, �� , to give rise to the cavitation expansion: 

                                         �� − �� =  	
�                                                      (1) 

Where S is the surface tension and R is the radius of the bubble. In other words, the 

pressure forces inside the bubble have to overcome the surface tension forces of the 
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liquid.  In the presence of contaminant gas, since a gaseous mixture is present, one can 

apply Dalton’s Law. According to this law the pressure of gaseous mixture is equal to 

the summation of partial pressures of each component [13]. Therefore, the pressure 

inside the bubble is summation of vapor pressure �� and the partial pressure of gas, �: 

                                                        �� =  �� + �                                                        (2) 

 By substituting equation 2 in equation 1 we can obtain the equilibrium equation: 

                                                     �� − �� =  	
� − �                                                   (3)                                    

The difference between vapor pressure and the liquid pressure defines the critical 

tension of the liquid. One can conclude from equation 3 that the presence of gaseous 

bubbles reduces the tensile stresses and could result in bubble growth at pressures 

higher than the vapor pressure. Hence, the theoretical tensile strength is always much 

higher than the experimental values [14]. Furthermore, by assuming an isothermal 

condition, once can rewrite the partial pressure � , in equation equation 3 as: 

                                                   �� = �� +  	
� −  ���                                                  (4)                                

where K is a constant proportional to the initial nucleus partial pressure and initial 

nucleus radius. A critical bubble radius and pressure is required to achieve the 

equilibrium during cavitation expansion. Above these values, the bubbles expand 

without limit and outside the equilibrium region [9, 15]. These values can be obtained 

by differentiating P with respect to radius to find the minimum of the equilibrium curve. 

Therefore, we can conclude the equation for RC and Pc as following [16]: 

�� = ���	
        and      �� =  �� − �
� ��                                   (5,6) 

The difference between the critical pressure a nuclues can withstand, Pc, and vapor 

pressure , Pv, is called static delay cavitation. Note that the minimum radius of nucleas 
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and static delay cavitation  have an inverse relation. Therefore, for smaller nucleaus 

size, a higher critical pressure is required to achieve the cavitation onset. 

1.3 Bubble Dynamics: 

A typical cavitation bubble dynamics is shown in the image sequence of Figure 1.1. 

After the plasma initiation phase and the initial shockwave propagation, the bubble its 

nucleated. It is important to discuss the bubble’s dynamic in two different stages, the 

growth and the collapse, usually followed by bubble rebounds.  

 

 

Figure 1.1. A typical bubble sequence is captured by a high speed imaging technique 

with 105 frames per second. The black shadow represents the bubble. The bubble 

reaches its maximum size once it reaches the saturation pressure.  

 

 The Navier Stokes equation, with the assumption of  newtonian fluid, is shown as: 

                          − ��� ���� = ��� + ! ���� − "#  $ ��% ��� &'	 ����( −  	��% )                        (7)                                                              

Where *#  is the liquid density, u is the velocity of the bubble, "#  is the liquid’s 

kinematic viscosity, and P is the  pressure at each point in radius and time. Furthermore, 

considering the equilibrium of forces at the control volume around the bubble interface, 

assuming no mass transport happens at the interface and applying this to the above 

equation it is obtained:  

                             
+,- ./+0- . �� = � 1%�1 % +  �	 &1�1 (	 + 	
��� + �2��  1�1                              (8) 

 

For full derivation, refer to Brennan et al [12]. In the presence of partial gasses, one can 

substitute for bubble’s pressure by use of equation 4 to obtain the generalized Rayleigh-

Plesset equation: 
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+3-40./+0- . �� +  ����� = � 1%�1 % +  �	 &1�1 (	 + 	
��� + �2��  1�1                    (9) 

The left hand terms in the above equation are the driving factor for cavitation bubble 

growth. In other words, the pressure difference ��-5�. − ��-6. needs to overcome 

surface tension and viscous forces of the liquid. According to G.K Batchelor [17] and 

Brujan et. Al [18], the collapse time can be obtained by the following equation:  

                  57 = 0.915 �=>?� �+@/+A            (10) 

This equation is derived from the potential energy of the bubble that depends on the 

liquid pressure and the saturation pressure as shown in equation 11:  

                                                  B� =  ��  C  �=>?� -�7 − �D .                                    (11) 

 

It is important to note that equations 10 and 11 are based on the assumptions that the 

viscous forces at the bubble interface are negligible and once the bubble reaches the 

maximum diameter, the the velocity of bubble interface becomes zero [19].   However, 

when a bubble is formed in an elastic media, a portion of the laser energy needs to 

overcome the elastic and viscous damping. Therefore, another pressure term needs to 

be added to represent the restoring forces and the potential energy of the bubble. 

Therefore, in solution with higher viscosity the equation 10 and 11 are no longer valid 

[17].  

The surface tension of the liquid can also impact the bubble dynamics. Quoting G. K. 

Batchelor: “For small gas bubbles of volume less than about 6 × 10/� G. G.  rising 

through water, the effect of surface tension is sufficiently strong to keep the bubble 

approximately spherical. [17]”. Consequently, the surface tension forces are significant 

in keeping the spherical shape of the bubble. The volume of cavitation bubble presented 
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in this thesis is less than 6 × 10/� G. G, therefore the surface tension forces have an 

important impact on the bubble dynamics. However, surface tension effects become 

more prominent when the volume of the bubble is reduced, such as in the micron-sized 

bubbles.  

During the cavitation procedure two shockwave are formed. The first shockwave occurs 

during the pulse duration according to Perez-Gutierrez et. al [20]. The intensity of the 

shockwave depends on the laser irradiance and arguably the absorbance of the liquid. 

Although bigger bubbles tend to induce higher shockwaves due to being produced by 

the higher laser irradiance, the intensity of the shockwave also depends on other 

parameters such as absorbance. Since the initial shockwaves are produced before the 

bubble formation (within a few nanoseconds after laser irradiation), solutions with 

higher absorbance will produce shockwaves more efficiently, where less energy is is 

transferred to the bubble production. [21]. The secondary shockwave is produced 

during the collapse and is much less intense than the initial one. These shockwave is 

often the main damaging mechanism to surrounding environment. Both bubble 

diameter and shockwave amplitude can imapct the size and intensity of the damage to 

the tissue or cells near by in its use for biomedical applications.  

1.4 Optical Nonlinearities: 

As described in the previous sections, pulsed laser-induced cavitation is a nonlinear 

phenomenon in which nonlinear absorption of the light results in plasma and bubble 

formation. This process is unlike a photothermal process where thermocavitation is 

created by the linear absorption of the continuous light. Furthermore, the addition of 

nanoparticles to water modifies the optical response to the pulsed laser and impacts the 

refractive index, absorption, and scattering of solutions. Consequently, optical 
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nonlinearities could impact the beam profile, bubble dynamics, and the laser-induced 

breakdown threshold. The knowledge of optical nonlinearities of the nanoparticle 

solutions allows predicting the light behavior and controlling the intensity of the light 

for many interesting applications such as sensor protection, optical switchers, and 

mode-locking, and high-capacity communication networks [22, 23]. In this section, we 

introduce the third order nonlinear properties and their potential applications.  

For materials with optical nonlinearities subjected to an optical electric field, E(t), the 

contribution of the polarization, P(t), is described as [24],  

          P(t) = ɛ [χ(1) E(t) +χ(2) E 2(t) +χ(3) E3 (t)+· · · ≡ P(1)(t)+ P(2)(t)+ P(3)(t)+· · ]      (12) 

Where χ(1) is the linear susceptibility, χ(2) and χ(3)  are second and third order 

nonlinearities. It is equally important to note that nonlinear absorption coefficient, α, is 

related to the imaginary part of the third order nonlinearity tensor, χI
(3): 

                                               χI
(3) = (n0

2 ɛ0 c λ/3π) α                                                   (13) 

where n0 , ɛ0, c, λ are the linear refractive index, the electric permittivity of the free 

space, the speed of light and the wavelength, respectively. Two-photon absorption, 

excited state absorption and free-carrier absorption are described as the possible origins 

of nonlinear absorption [22]. The following relation describes the intensity-dependent 

refractive index: 

                                                      
�H�I =  −J7K + J	K                                                (14) 

Where α0 is the linear absorption, I is the laser intensity, α is the nonlinear absorption 

coefficient, and z is distance of sample from focal point.  For materials in which the 

ratio of the excited state absorption to the ground states are high, reverse saturable 

absorption (RSA) may occur. In the RSA materials, Beer’s Law only withholds until 

the ground state is unpopulated. Above a certain laser intensity, the ground state 
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becomes populated and the larger excited state results in the increase of laser absorption. 

Furthermore, optical limiting materials demonstrate a constant transmission as the laser 

intensity increases above the optical limiting threshold intensity. For the optical limiters, 

the ground state becomes depleted as the excited state becomes populated, which leads 

in higher absorption of the beam [22]. As a result, the optical limiters demonstrate a 

linear correlation between incoming and transmitted beam, initially. However, the slope 

decreases as the laser intensity approaches the optical limiting threshold. In later 

chapters, we demonstrate the impact of the nonlinear absorption coefficient on the 

presence of optical limiting behavior in nanoparticle solutions.   

Another third-order nonlinear optical response is the nonlinear refraction. According to 

Tutt and Boggess, the nonlinear refraction occurs due to the self-heating of the material, 

the electric Kerr effect, or the excitation of free carriers, which can modify the 

propagation of the beam [22]. The nonlinear refractive index, n2, is correlated with the 

real part of the third order susceptibility tensor, χR
(3): 

                                                   χR
(3) = (4/3)n0

2 ɛ0 c n2                                             (15) 

where n0 is the linear refractive index. Additionally, intensity-dependent refractive 

index (n=n0+ n2 I) results in the modification in the beam-profile. Self-focusing occurs 

once the nonlinear refractive index coefficient is positive and the laser power is above 

the critical power for the medium [25]. It is important to note that the equations 4 and 

5 are valid when absorbance is negligible. Coso et. al has mentioned that the exchanges 

between the real and imaginary parts of the first and third order susceptibilities describe 

the nonlinear refractive index and nonlinear absorption of the absorbing material [26].  
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1.5 Liquid Properties: 

The emergence of plasmonic nanoparticles in the recent decade has opened a new 

avenue for laser-based applications including laser-induced cavitation. These 

nanoparticles with sizes in range from 0.1 to 100 nm have free electrons called surface 

plasmons, which oscillate once irradiated at the plasmonic frequency [27]. 

Consequently, the local field effects become enhanced at the resonant frequency and 

lead to increased absorption of the light at the plasmonic resonance wavelength. The 

presence of impurities such as nanoparticles in the liquid media also leads to lowering 

the breakdown threshold due to an increase in the collision probability of electrons and 

increase in the nucleation site. Furthermore, the presence of nanoparticles may impact 

the hydrodynamic properties of the solution such as surface tension and viscosity.  In 

this thesis, four types of solutions were studied to investigate the impact of surface 

tension, viscosity, and the plasmonic behavior of the various liquids by means laser-

induced breakdown threshold and bubble dynamics. Two of these solutions were Gold 

and Titanium Nitride nanoparticles to study the effect of plasmonic response on bubble 

dynamics and the other two were Glycerol and ethanol diluted in water. to investigate 

the impact of viscosity and surface tension, respectively. 

Gold Nanoparticles Solutions: 

Gold nanoparticles are one of many plasmonic nanoparticles that have been 

highly studied for their applications in the biomedical field.  The chemical stability of 

the Gold nanoparticle has made these nanomaterials an important agent in applications 

such as drug delivery, photothermal therapy, gene therapy, and diagnostics, among 

others. It is equally important to note that the surface of the gold nanoparticles exhibit 
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high functionality and binding affinity in conjunction with various organic molecules 

[28].   

Current cancer treatments have many dangerous side effects, which require 

novel approaches from different fields to overcome. Whereas many cancer therapies 

induce damage on both healthy and cancerous cells, gold nanoparticles can selectively 

damage only the cancerous cells when used in laser-induced cavitation bubble 

application. By inducing cavitation bubbles next to cells, they become destroyed by the 

strong pressure waves after the bubble collapses [11].  Furthermore, Lapotko et. al [29] 

compared cavitation on K562 cells (lympholeukimia) with gold nanoparticles and 

normal stem cells without the presecene of gold nanoparticles embedded in the surface 

of the cells. The normal stem cells with no nanoparticles (control group) and the 

cancerous cells with nanoparticles were both irradiated with one nanosecond laser pulse 

with the fluence of 1.7 
L�=%.  Laser irradiation led to cavitation damage in the cancerous 

cells, meanwhile the cavitation in the healthy cells with no nanoparticles did not 

demonstrate significant damage to them. The presence of gold nanoparticles reduced 

the bulk heat transfer, leading to localized heating and more confined damage in this 

study. In addition, studies on human cells indicate that specialized gold nanoparticles 

do not exhibit toxicity at low concentrations [30], which makes the use of gold 

nanoparticles a promising method for killing cancer cells.   

The gold plasmonic nanomaterials are synthesized in various shapes such as 

nano shell, nanorod (GNR), nanosphere, etc. The structure of the nanomaterials highly 

impact its chemical and optical properties. The most common shape of  gold 

nanoparticles is spherical, which exhibit plasmonic properties in the visible region, 

mainly around the 532 nm. However, many laser based biomedical application require 
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higher tissue penetration depth and therefore, requiring the usage of near infrared (NIR) 

wavelengths. By modifying the shape of the gold nanoparticles from nanosphere to 

nanorod, the shift to the NIR region in the plasmonic peak can be achieved. More 

specifically, the ratio of the diameter to the length of the nanorod can determine the 

plasmoninc wavelength in the NIR region [27]. In this thesis, two different types of 

GNR were utilized to provide plasmonic resonance properties in the 808 nm and 

1064nm wavelength. The GNR 808 nm had a length of 40 nm, while the GNR 1064 

nm had a length of 66 nm. Both nanorods were 10 nm in diameter. The thermal stability 

of GNR under high power laser irradiation is one of the few disadvantage of these 

nanoparticles that directly impact their performance in in laser-induced cavitation 

application. Therefore we investigated and compared the thermal stability of GNR with 

an alterniatve materials such as Titanium Nitride nanoparticle (TiN NP) in the later 

chapters.  

TiN Nanoparticle Solutions: 

TiN consists of a transitional metal (Titanium) and a non-metal (nitrogen) as 

[31] in a rocksalt B1 structure. Transitional metal nitrides are one of hardest materials 

with high melting points. Particularly, Titanium Nitride has a melting point of 2930 oC, 

which is higher than the melting point of gold equivalent to 1064 oC. The non-metal 

atoms ( Nitrogen) tend to have multiple vacancies, which lead to metallic electrical 

properties in TiN and electrical resistivity that is not significantly affected by the 

temperature [32]. Unlike Gold nanoparticles, that have plasmonic resonance at a 

specific wavelength, TiN NP’s demonstrate plasmonic properties in both visible and 

the NIR regions. Therefore, these nanomaterials have been utilized as broadband 

absorbers [33], solar heater absorbers [34] and as solar power membrane distillation 
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[35], due to their broadband localized surface plasmon behavior. The broadband can be 

observed by the optical density (OD) above 1 for a wide range of wavelengths, 

specifically in the NIR region. The unique plasmonic resonance of these nanoparticles 

and their high chemical and thermal stability makes them a great candidate for 

photothermal therapy [37] and laser-induced cavitation, where the nanoparticles have a 

significant impact on the cavitation onset and dynamics. Furthermore, TiN NPs and 

clusters present strong third order nonlinear behavior in the NIR region, which was 

investigated in the later chapters.  

Glycerol Solution: 

Glycerol or Glycerin is a triol (with three hydrophilic hydroxyl groups) with the 

chemical structure of C3H8O3 [37]. Glycerol is highly soluble in water and has been 

utilized as solvent for many purposes in the industry. Glycerol is the main component 

of triglycerides and can be found in vegetable oils such as soybean and animal fat. 

Moreover, this triol can be produced as the byproduct of biodiesel. Glycerol-based 

polymers have a wide range of applications in the biomedical field including drug-

delivery and tissue engineering [38]. It has been utilized as a blood-mimicking fluid in 

the medical research field and as an agent for modeling muscle injury [39]. 

 Glycerol-water solutions are Newtonian fluid according to Mann et al, where the 

viscosity does not depend on the deformation rate [40].  Cabrelli et. al [41] showed that 

the elasticity does not change for oil-based phantoms with 0 to 30 wt% glycerol. 

Another study by Adamenko et al [42] describes how changing the concentration of 

glycerol-water solution from 0 to 65 wt%, has a great impact on the elastic modulus by 

nearly double its value. Therefore, in our experiments, the elasticity of the solutions 

with higher glycerol concentration is also larger than pure DI water.  
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Ethanol Solutions: 

Ethanol is an alcohol with the atomic configuration of CH3−CH2−OH or 

C2H5OH[43], and can be obtained from plants such as corn, sugarcane, and cellulose 

feedstocks without damaging the ecosystem[44,45]. Furthermore, it is considered a 

biomass with potential for new renewable energy.  Ethanol usage in the energy 

production can reduce the monoxide carbon emission and prolong the fossil fuel 

existence [45]. One of the downfalls of fuel ethanol is the production of aldehydes. 

However, it has been used as a mixture with gasoline to provide a better control for 

aldehyde control and air quality [44].  

Ethanol and Glycerol are both soluble in water and considered a Newtonian fluid. 

Ethanol has a surface tension equal to one third of DI water, meanwhile they have 

similar viscosities. Contrastingly, Glycerol has higher viscosity, yet similar surface 

tension values compared to DI water [46,47]. In this thesis we used mixtures of these 

two compounds with water to achieve solutions with various surface tension and 

viscosities. We then analyzed the cavitation dynamics in the solutions and compared it 

with the bubble dynamics in only DI water.  

1.6 Thesis Structure: 

This thesis elaborates the laser-induced cavitation dynamics and shockwaves 

propagation in various solutions. Cavitation damage to surrounding environment 

directly depends on the bubble size and shockwave intensity. For many biomedical 

applications, such as cancer cell therapy, controlled damaging effects are essential to 

avoid unnecessary harm to healthy near by cells. Furthermore, the usage of 

nanoparticlse to increase the efficiency of laser induced cavitation process is explored. 

Below, the description of the next chapters in this thesis is presented. 
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Chapter 2: 

The addition of plasmonic GNR in DI water with the goal of reducing required energy 

to create cavitation is explored. More importantly,  the laser-induced breakdown 

threshold, bubble dynamics, and the relative shockwave intensity has been explored in 

various solutions. The reduction of surface tension of GNR solution compared to DI 

water is reported. Extensive experimental tests were conducted by using the 

shadowgraphy method for bubble dynamic measurements and a hydrophone for 

shockwave measurements in Ethanol-Water and Glycerol-Water solutions. The 

cavitation response in solutions with various surface tension and viscosities allow 

researchers to better predict the impact of hydrodynamic properties on the cavitation 

dynamics.   

Chapter 3: 

GNR have an advanced plasmonic and nonlinear response used for many laser based 

applications. However, due to their low thermal stability compared to other plasmonic 

materials, presents important disadvantages for applications in NIR regions, 

particularly for biomedical applications. This chapter explores a comparative 

experimental study on GNR and TiN nanoparticles with respect to their impact on the 

laser-induced cavitation dynamics and thermal stability. Periodic nanosecond pulsed 

laser irradiation for fifty minutes was conducted to test the thermal stability of these 

nanoparticles solutions. The optical density, nonlinear optical absorption, cavitation 

dynamics, and shockwave intensity before and after laser irradiation is reported. The 

experiments results indicate than TiN NP could be a possible replacement for GNR in 

many NIR high-temperature applications due to their superior thermal stability and 

enhanced nonlinear absorption compared to GNR.  
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Chapter 4: 

In this chapter the third-order optical nonlinearities such as reverse saturable absorption, 

optical limiting, and self-focusing of TiN NP and TiN cluster solutions were reported 

at various concentrations. We utilized the z-scan method to measure the nonlinear 

absorption coefficient and optical limiting threshold in the nanosecond regime.  

Another set of experiments in the continuous regime were conducted to measure the 

Kerr Lens effects in TiN NP solutions.  

Chapter 5: 

This chapter expands on the characterization of other biomedical materials such as 

yttria-stabilized Zirconia (nc-YSZ) transparent ceramic material and Zirconium nitride 

nanoparticle solutions. Mechanical hardness of nc-YSZ implants before and after aging is 

explored to test the longevity of these novel brain implants. Additionally, the optical 

nonlinearities of Zirconium Nitride nanoparticle solutions are introduced.  

Chapter 6: 

Lastly, the conclusion of this thesis work is presented in this chapter.  
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Chapter 2: Bubble dynamics of Laser-Induced Cavitation in Plasmonic 
Gold Nanorod Solutions and the Relative Effect of Surface Tension and 
Viscosity  
 

2.1: Abstract:  Laser-induced cavitation (LIC) bubbles and the shockwaves they form 

upon collapse are destructive to nearby solid boundaries, making them of interest for 

biomedical and industrial applications. LIC provide high control on the bubble size, 

collapse time and shockwave intensity, allowing to tune this parameters accordingly to 

the needs of each different application. The inclusion of plasmonic nanoparticles in the 

cavitated solution, such as gold nanoparticles (GNP), can further enhance the 

absorption of light, allowing for bubble formation at lower laser energies. However, the 

effect on the physical properties of such solutions under LIC bubble dynamics remains 

unknown. In this study, the dynamics of LIC bubbles in water-ethanol, water-glycerol, 

and water-GNP solutions were investigated by simultaneous high-speed shadowgraphy 

and spatial transmittance modulation. The first set of experiments demonstrated that 

LIC bubbles induced in the GNP solutions led to more efficient cavitation formation 

with lower fluence compared to solutions without GNPs, producing higher-intensity 

pressure waves. A second set of experiments was conducted to determine the surface 

tension of GNP solutions at room temperature, which was found to be 70.62 mN/m, 

wich is 2% smaller than water surface tension. With this information, and the 

corresponding values reported in the literature for ethanol and glycerol, we aimed at 

studying the role of surface tension and viscosity on the dynamics of LIC bubbles. We 

observed that the optical breakdown threshold for plasma formation was reduced by 

18% in GNP solutions, compared to DI water, and 10.4% compared to ethanol. In 

addition, the intensity of initial shockwaves in the GNP solutions was more than three 

times higher compared to  those in DI water. This enhanced shockwave intensity with 
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the addition of GNP, opens a new avenues  for alternative cancer cell treatment and 

anti-bacterial applications in the biomedical field, but also in the idustrial setting such 

a laser material ablation.  

2.2: Introduction: 

As mentioned in previous chapter, cavitation induced by plasma [1] is accompined with 

shockwave during the inital and collapse stages [2-5].  Shockwaves are one of the 

mechanisms in laser-induced cavitation (LIC) phenomena that drive mechanical 

damage to solid boundaries in the close vicinity of the bubbles. Depending on the 

application, other phenomena such as jetting, mechanical contact, etc., are also 

significant contributors. These applications include eradication of various cell types, 

such as cancerous and Epidermal Hela cells [8,9], antibacterial effects by shockwaves 

[10] and cleaning surfaces of dental root canals [11]. The intensity of shockwaves [7] 

is directly related to the damage magnitude of the surface near to the bubble nucleation. 

This information is very important, particulatly in applications where pressure waves 

are used as a major part of treatment. For example, tensile stresses were observed for 

bubbles formed in solutions with high viscoelasticity, which is the case for tissue-like 

environment [6].  

Although plasma formation sets the initial stage of cavitation, the physical properties 

of the liquid influence LIC bubble dynamics at the latter stages of this process. Surface 

tension forces acting on LIC bubbles directly affect the growth rate and the size of the 

bubble [12-14]. More specifically, the bubbles near boundaries grow larger in solutions 

with lower surface tensions [13], as these solutions exhibit less resistance to 

deformation. Viscosity is another physical property that impacts the bubble dynamics 
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and laser-induced shockwaves. Several studies have shown the impact of viscosity by 

producing cavitation in polymer solutions [15,16, 6].  

Knowledge of all the external and internal factors that impact the bubble dynamics and 

consequently, the shockwave produced at the bubble collpase, are very importan to 

researchers since  directly influences the severity of the damage on the surrounding 

environment [17].  

For optical cavitation, gold nanoparticle (GNP) solutions can be used as adjuvants to 

enhance the damaging effects of LIC bubbles for a given laser fluence, or even reduce 

the fluence for equivalent damage.  The optical properties of GNP solutions affect the 

LIB threshold and, therefore, the bubble formation threshold.  However, how this 

optical properties influence the physical properties on the bubble dynamics remains 

unclear. More specifically, the influence of colloidal gold nanorod solutions in LIC and 

the relationship between the concentration of GNP with surface tension has not been 

reported. To the best of our knowledge, the only previous studies  regarding this 

ifluences, have used the Kelvin Equation [18,19] to calculate surface tension at the 

nanoparticle surface. This concept, however, is different from the macroscopic surface 

tension of GNP solutions, which are the subject of our study herein. Therefore, this 

paper aims to address the effects of optical and physical properties of GNP solutions 

on the dynamics of micro- and millimetric LIC bubbles. We expect these results to 

allow researchers to use GNP solutions to optimize optical cavitation, particularly for 

biomedical applications.  
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2.3 Materials and Methods:  

 Physical and optical properties of GNP solution, water, and ethanol  

The gold nanorods used in this study (C12-10-1064, Nanopartz) have a diameter and 

length of 10 x 66 nm and are dispersed in DI water. The GNP solution has a 

concentration of 4.2 × 1011 np/ml, 0.0042 wt%. The nanorods have 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) capping agent. This coating is a cationic 

surfactant, which behaves as a particle stabilizer during synthesis. In all the experiments 

the nanoparticle solutions were sonicated for 960 seconds to form a homogenous 

mixture.  The surface tension of the GNP solutions was measured using a tensiometer 

(SITA Dyno Tester) at room temperature. In this method, an air bubble is formed in the 

liquid and surface tension is measured from the forces acting on the bubble. As shown 

in Fig. 6c, the surface tension values of water and ethanol mixtures were obtained by 

values reported by Khattab et al. [20].            

In order to examine the optical properties of the GNP solution, and compare the 

absorbance with water and ethanol, transmission measurements  of the solutions were 

obtained by an NIR spectrometer (NIRQuest, Ocean Optics). A spectroscopic cuvette 

(CVH100, Thorlabs) was illuminated with a white light source (HL2000 FHSA, Ocean 

Optics) through a optical fiber. Then, the transmitted light was collected with another 

fiber connected to the NIR spectrometer. An average of 10 spectra and an integration 

time of 100 ms were chosen in these measurements. 

Transmittance, 5-M ), was obtained using the following equation, 

                                5-M. = H-N./HO-N. H@-N./HO-N.                                                          (1) 
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where I-M. is the measured spectral intensity, K7-M. is the spectral intensity of light 

through the empty cuvette, and KP-M. indicates the reference in the dark environment 

(Dark Spectrum).   

The absorbance, Q-M., was obtained from the calculated and normalized transmittance 

values by the following equation. 

                  Q-M. = −RST -5-M..                                                    (2) 

The threshold laser fluence required for bubble formation 

The fluence required to form LIC bubbles is referred to as the LIB threshold. This 

occurs when the solution has a 50% of probability for bubble formation [21]. The 

emission of the plasma can be observed by eye, since the luminescence appears as white 

bright light [21]. To obtain the fluence threshold, the probability of bubble formation 

was obtained by sending 10 pulses at each fluence and counting the number of times 

the plasma was observed, then this procedure was repeated four times. The probability 

was reported as the average probability of four measurements for each fluence. 

Similarly, the error was calculated by finding the standard error between the four 

probabilities at each fluence.  

 Setup for bubble formation and analysis 

The optical setup for bubble formation is shown in Figure 2.1a. A Pulsed Nd:YAG 

laser (Surelite, Amplitude) with a pulse duration of 6 ns and wavelength of 1064 nm 

was used to nucleate the bubble. A Glan-Laser polarizer and a half-wave plate were 

used to adjust the delivered energy. The diameter of the beam was expanded using a 

telescope configuration (lenses L1 and L2). An aspheric lens L3 focuses the beam inside 

the cuvette with a focal beam waist of 14.5 µm, inducing a cavitation bubble with every 

pulse. A knife-edge method was performed to measure the pump beam diameter at the 
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focal point of lens L3. A 632 nm HeNe continuous wave laser beam, aimed 

perpendicular to the pump beam, was collimated and expanded using L4, L5, and L6 

lenses to illuminate the bubble. The bubble appears as a dark silhouette in the high-

speed camera due to the deflection of the light as shown in Figure 2.1b. The evolution 

of bubble diameter was captured using a Phantom high-speed camera (Miro, Phantom) 

with a speed of 105 fps.   

Figure 2.1. a) Optical setup for bubble formation. b) Typical bubble image obtained 

by Shadowgraphy, and c) Spatial transmittance modulation method (STM) signal is 

shown for a 280 J/cm2 laser pulse. 

 

The maxmimum diameter of the bubble was ontained for different solutions. The 

nucleation point was set in the middle of the cuvette to circumvent any boundary effect 

on the bubble dynamics. The maximum bubble diameter was obtained by averaging the 

total of four cavitation measurements. The Spatial Transmittance Modulation method 
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(STM) was used simultaneously with shadowgraphy to measure the collapse time of 

the LIC bubbles [2] In this method, the portions of the continuous beam that passed 

through the bubble are deflected, thereby, lowering the intensity of the beam. measured 

by the photodiode. Thus, the intensity of the light, collected by the photodiode, its 

propational to the size of the bubble expanding and collapsing in time. The intensity 

goes back to its initial value once the bubble collapses completely and the laser light 

passes undeflected. The collapse time was obtained from the photodiode data as shown 

in Figure 2.1c. The average maximum diameter and collapse time of five bubbles were 

measured for each fluence.  

Shockwave study 

In some biomedical applications, shockwaves are the prominent damaging mechanism, 

such as in cancer-cell lysis, lithotripsy, dentistry and bacteria control [8-11]. In order to 

compare the mechanical stress induced by cavitation bubble in the medium, the 

comparative shockwave study between DI water, GNP solution, ethanol, and 60 wt% 

Glycerol-water was performed by using a Type I hydrophone with 150 ns rise time (RP 

Acoustics, Leutenbach Germany), which was placed initially 4 mm above the center of 

the bubble. The hydrophone was placed in a bag of water to avoid damage to the coating 

of the device. The addition of the bag around the hydrophone resulted in a 0.3 µs delay 

in the signal detection process. The distance between the bubble and hydrophone was 

modified for increments of 1.27 mm. The average of three shockwaves measurements 

were reported at each distance. The hydrophone was connected to a 100 MHz, 1.25 

GS/s oscilloscope (TDS 3014B, Tektronix) and triggered with the pulsed laser. The 

amplitude of the first shockwave (the one triggered by the LIB) was compared for 

bubbles in all four liquids.  Additionally, the Mach number for the shockwaves were 
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obtained by moving the hydrophone away from the LIC and detecting the time that it 

takes for the shockwaves to reach the hydrophone at each position. Three measurements 

were used to obtain the average time the shockwave takes to reach the detector. By 

calculating the slope of position versus time plot, the Mach number was obtained. 

 Dynamic Surface tension influence on bubble dynamics 

The weight concentration of ethanol-water mixtures was modified to obtain various 

surface tensions from 22 mN/m to 72 mN/m using the protocols in Khattab et al. [20] 

The surface tensions were measured by the drop number method. The experiments 

performed in water-ethanol solutions allowed modifying surface tension while keeping 

the viscosity changes minor. Additionally, water-ethanol solutions are Newtonian [21] 

and the viscosity remains constant at various deformation rates.   For the experiments 

of bubble dynamics at various surface tensions, two extreme fluences were chosen and 

five bubbles were generated and analyzed for each concentration. The maximum bubble 

diameter and collapse time was correlated to the surface tension of each solution. The 

errors reported in this paper were calculated by finding standard error of the five 

measurements performed.  

 Viscosity influence on bubble dynamics 

Experiments in Newtonian [21] glycerol-water mixtures were conducted to investigate 

the role of viscosity on bubble dynamics. The values reported by Segar et. al [23] were 

used to obtain solutions with varying viscosity.  It was observed that in solutions with 

glycerol concentrations higher than 60 wt%, multiple microbubbles were formed in the 

solution, affecting the propagation of the laser beam due to strong light scattering 

induced by the microbubbles. Therefore, concentrations below 60 wt% glycerol were 

selected.  These experiments allowed modifying the viscosity by a factor of ten while 
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keeping the surface tension variation minor and reducing the impact of microbubbles 

on the main LIC bubble [23]. The experiments in glycerol-water solutions were 

performed by using three different fluences. By using the optical setup shown in Figure 

2.1, the bubble diameter and collapse time were measured five times for each solution 

at every fluence. The error bars were calculated by finding the standard error of the five 

measurements. The optical density of glycerol-water solutions were obtained by means 

of a UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 500, Varian), using water as a reference in 

double beam scanning.  

2.4 Results and Discussion: 

Physical and optical properties of GNP solution, water, and ethanol  

Although the surface tension of this specific type of GNP solutions has not been 

reported before, studies on other nanoparticle solutions indicate that surface tension of 

depends highly on the nanoparticle size, concentration and material [24-26]. 

Interestingly, there is a discrepancy in the correlation between nanoparticle 

concentration and surface tension of the solutions, according to the literature. For 

example, the surface tension of nanofluids in Tanvir et al. [24] study remained 

unchanged at a concentration below 4 wt%. This was correlated to the low Van Der 

Waals forces between particles at low concentrations. A positive linear dependence 

between concentration and surface tension is shown for concentrations above 4 wt% 

[24]. In another study [25] its shown that the surface tension decreases with increasing 

concentration of TiO2 nanoparticles. However, the reverse trend has been observed for 

FeC nanoparticle solutions [26]. For our studies, we measured the dynamic surface 

tension, by means of a tensiometer, of GNP solution (gold nanorods) with a 

concentration of 4.2×1011 np/ml, and obtained a value of 70.62 mN/m at 23.1oC. Note 
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that the surface tension of only DI water is 72.2 mN/m at 23.1 oC, therefore, the 

presence of gold nanorods reduced surface tension of the liquid (by 2 %). 

NIR Spectroscopy allows a better understanding of solution absorbance at 1064 nm, 

which is the wavelength of the pump beam inducing the LIC bubbles. In the process of 

LIB, the cascade ionization is the prominent process for plasma formation. When a 

medium is irradiated with a nanosecond pulsed laser, due to conservation of momentum, 

absorption of photons leads to creation and collision of free electrons, which results in 

plasma formation once the electron density surpasses 1021 cm-3 [27]. A medium with 

higher optical absorbance at the pump laser wavelength can obtain the required electron 

density at lower energies per pulse as compared to a medium that has a lower 

absorbance. Therefore, the optical properties of these solutions were further 

investigated with the goal of better understanding the plasmonic properties of the GNP. 

The results indicate that water and ethanol have similar absorbance at 1064 nm (vertical 

line shown in Figure 2.2). The absorbance of GNP solution is the highest at 1175 nm 

wavelength. However, the absorbance of GNP solutions at 1064 nm wavelength (the 

pump beam) is at least 10 times higher than the absorbance of water and ethanol.  

Similarly, it was previously reported that the length-to-width ratio of gold nanorods can 

be modified to shift the absorbance peak to the NIR desired wavelength [28]. This is a 

promising insight for biomedical applications, since tissue cells absorb and scatter less 

at NIR wavelengths [29], allowing most of the energy to get absorbed by the particles 

without damaging the surrounding tissue cells.  
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Figure 2.2. NIR Spectra of the solutions at the pump beam wavelength (1064nm), the 

absorbance of GNP solutions is at least 10 times higher than the absorbance of water 

and ethanol. 

 

The threshold laser fluence required for bubble formation 

The higher absorbance of gold nanorods solutions at 1064 nm influences the LIB 

threshold. To study LIB threshold, the probability of bubble formation at different 

fluences was obtained by measuring the the threshold fluence for plasma formation, 

which then triggers bubble growth. In Figure 2.3, the probability of bubble formation 

was measured by finding the percentage of cavitation bubble formation for each laser 

fluence. The probablity of bubble formation as a function of fluence was then plotted.  

The LIB threshold corresponds to a 50% probability of bubble formation. It is important 

to mention that LIB threshold GNP strongly depends on the efficiency in optical 

alignment,  laser wavelength [29] and pulse duration [27]; due to these experimental 

differences, there exists a wide range of reported values for LIB threshold in GNP 

solutions. 
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In our study, the LIB irradiance threshold in the GNP solution was 2.75 x1010 W/cm2, 

which is comparable to the reported value of 7.8 x1010 W/cm2 for the LIB threshold 

under 6 ns pulse duration from a 532 nm wavelength laser in a GNP solution [30]. 

According to Rau et al. [30], the breakdown threshold fluence in water is similar to the 

fluence required for inducing cell lysis. In our study, the LIB threshold in GNP 

solutions is 15% lower than the breakdown threshold in water. This indicates that using 

GNP reduces the fluence required to induce cell lysis. Note in Figure 2.3 that, at 173 

J/cm2, no bubble is formed in water. However, GNP solution demonstrates 95% 

probability of bubble formation at that same fluence. The presence of GNP enhances 

the capacity of the medium for bubble formation even at lower fluences. The bubble-

formation probability plot for GNP solutions is shifted to a lower LIB threshold (left) 

as compared to water and ethanol which agrees with NIR spectroscopy information (see 

Figures 2.2 and 2.3).  The localized heating is caused by the plasmonic absorption 

features of gold nanoparticles at the resonant frequency. The free electrons in the gold 

nanoparticles collectively oscillate under the light illumination; this forms what is 

known as a localized surface plasmon and it is driven by a characteristic resonant 

frequency, which corresponds to an enhanced absorption at that specific wavelength. 

The threshold fluence for bubble formation in ethanol is lower than in water, despite 

ethanol having the lowest absorbance. A similar outcome was observed previously 

when ethanol was added to a tissue phantom. It was reported that addition of ethanol 

reduces the power threshold required to induce cavitation by acoustic waves. Ethanol 

is a volatile substance that has higher vapor pressurencompared to water, which reduced 

the threshold for bubble formation [31]. This effect may also be present in LIC bubbles 
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in ethanol. GNP solutions reach from 0 the 100% probability of bubble formation 

within the smallest range of fluence (158-185 J/cm2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Probability of bubble formation as a function of pulsed laser fluence. 

Several studies have used the plasmonic properties of gold nanoparticles to enhance 

laser-induced nano and micro LIC bubbles and rupture cell membrane. It is known that 

the presence of GNP lowers the threshold energy required to damage cells [29,30,32-

34] by lowering the LIB threshold, and as a consequence lowering the onset for bubble 

generation. The use of nanoparticles reduces bulk heat transfer, leading to localized 

heating and creation of nucleation sites. When compared to other shapes of gold 

nanoparticles, the accumulation of gold nanorods has shown to produce the most 

significant enhancement of the electromagnetic field intensity under laser illumination 

[35-37]. 

Analysis of bubble dynamics in GNP solutions 

Although the presence of GNP in solutions lowered the cavitation threshold, the bubble 

dynamics in GNP solutions will be further explained in this section. The bubble 
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dynamics presented in Figure 2.4a and 2.4b compare the maximum bubble diameter 

and collapse time in DI water, GNP solution, and pure ethanol. The bubbles in ethanol 

grow largest due to its lowest surface tension compared to DI water and GNP solutions. 

The maximum bubble diameter increases as the laser fluence increases for all three 

solutions, because at higher laser fluences more energy is transferred to the plasma at 

the initial stage of cavitation [38]. Although the absorbance of GNP solution was much 

higher than water and ethanol, the maximum bubble diameters in GNP solution are 

lower than the maximum bubble diameters in ethanol, and only slightly higher than 

those in DI water. This could be attributed to the energy loss due to absorption and 

scattering of GNP in the solution. The plasma is formed at lower frequency because 

GNPs provide seed electrons to intiate it whithin the leading edge of the pulse. The 

GNPs not only absorb but also scatter the pulse energy. Therefore, there is a lower 

effective energy spent in the bubble formation in GNP solution compared to water and 

ethanol. In addition, part of the energy of the traveling pulse is absorbed by the GNPs 

along the optical beam path before the focal point. These two factors can explain the 

lower effective energy transformation to create a bubble in the GNP solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. a) Maximum bubble diameter vs. fluence for the three solutions is shown. 

b) Collapse time vs. fluence for the three solutions 

 

a) b) 
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The collapse time of the bubbles is another important factor to characterizes the bubble 

dynamics. The STM technique allows a more accurate measurement of collapse time 

than the use of high-speed photography. With this technique, we studied the growth and 

collapse of the bubbles. As is presented in Figure 2.4b, the bubbles in water exhibit the 

shortest lifetime, since they have the highest surface tension. In contrast, the bubbles in 

the solutions with the lowest surface tension (i.e. ethanol) have the longest lifetimes. 

The lifetime of bubbles in GNP solutions were slightly longer than those in water.  

 

Shockwave Study 

Despite the higher absorbance of the GNP solution compared to DI water (Figure 2.2), 

the maximum bubble diameter and collapse time of bubbles in GNP solutions are not 

significantly higher than bubbles formed in water (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b). This could 

be due to higher scattering rates in GNP solutions and the transfer of the energy to 

production of the initial shockwave, before bubble formation [5]. The intensity of 

shockwave in GNP solutions was compared to the ones present in DI water, ethanol, 

and 60 wt. % Glycerol-water solutions, as is presented in Figures 2.5a and b. The 

amplitudes of shockwaves in GNP solutions were higher than in water. This result 

indicates that GNP in solutions allow lowering the fluence requirements to induce 

similar damage to the surrounding environment compared. Surprisingly, the 

shockwaves in glycerol-water solutions have the highest shockwave intensity compared 

to the rest of the solutions (see Figure 2.5b). We attribute this to the damping effects in 

highly viscous solutions, in which the shockwaves carry out its energy over a longer 

distance,. According to Vogel et al, [39] the maximum energy loss of the shockwave is 

located close to the plasma, with 85-90% energy decrease within the 200-300 µm from 
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the focal point. Therefore, in our far-field measurements, the energy dissipation over 

distance impacts the shockwave measurements as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. a) Typical shockwave signal distribution over time at a distance 5.3 mm 

away from the bubble. This data was smoothed by Origin. b) Shockwave intensity at 

various distances from the LIC in water, GNP solutions, 60 wt% Glyverol, and 

ethanol. c) The shockwave Mach number as a function of concentration for pressure 

waves formed in various glycerol solutions. 

 

Another study [40] in various glycerol-water solutions indicated that the intensity of 

shockwaves is the lowest for solutions with the highest glycerol concentration. 

However, their results also indicated that shockwaves Mach number decays at a lower 

rate over distance for solutions with higher glycerol concentration. Therefore, the 

solution with 100% wt. glycerol at a distance of 300 µm away from the LIC, has the 

highest Mach number despite having the lowest initial shockwave pressure. 

Consecuently, in our far-field measurements, the higher intensity of shockwaves in 

glycerol-water solution (Figure 2.5b), is due to lower dissipation rate in solutions with 

c) 

a) b) 
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higher viscosity. In order to confirm this result, we also investigated Mach number as 

a function of glycerol concentration, as shown in Figure 2.5c. As the glycerol 

concentration (viscosity) increases, the average speed of the shockwave increases too. 

Liquids with lower viscosity such as water have higher dissipation rate, therefore by 

the time the shockwave reaches the hydrophone, the shockwave has lost the majority 

of its energy resulting in smaller Mach numbers. Gold nanoparticles solution and 

ethanol had Mach numbers equal to 4.31 and 3.37, respectively. Our results also 

indicate that shockwaves in ethanol have the lowest intensity at far distance from the 

source d > 4 mm (Figures 2.5a and 2.5b). This can be an indication of higher dissipation 

rate or lower shockwave pressures at the initial stages. Additionally, the bubbles were 

bigger in ethanol compared to bubbles in water and GNP solutions, further confirming 

that more laser energy is transferred to bubble formation and thus less energy is 

transferred to acoustic energy resulting in lower intensity shockwaves in ethanol.  

Surface tension influence on bubble dynamics 

A set of experiments in ethanol-water solution with various ethanol concentrations was 

conducted to investigate the impact of surface tension on bubble dynamics. The relative 

concentration in ethanol-water solutions is directly correlated to the surface tension of 

these solutions. However, the viscosity also changes as ethanol concentration varies 

and the secondary impact of viscosity changes is also explained in more in detail in this 

section. The surface tension of water is high due to the hydrogen bonds. Therefore, as 

the concentration of water in water-ethanol solutions decreases, the surface tension also 

decreases. As the surface tension decreases, the maximum bubble diameter becomes 

larger, as can be observe in Figure 2.6a. A polynomial trend with a negative leading 
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coefficient was used to extrapolate results between data points. The inertial force on the 

bubble must overcome the surface tension, while the bubble is growing in the medium.  

In Figures 2.6a and 6b, the bubble diameter and collapse time vs. surface tension are 

plotted, respectively. As can be observed in both graphs, the surface tension increases 

as the weight concentration of ethanol decreases (refer to Figure 2.6c). The surface 

tension forces acting on the bubble are higher in the solutions with lower ethanol 

content, therefore, decreasing the maximum bubble diameter possible. However, the 

collapse time does not follow the same trend.  The explanation for this phenomenon is 

rooted in viscosity variations with ethanol concentration, shown in Figure 2.6c. For 

solutions with surface tension between 30.11 and 72 mN/m (ethanol concentration 

44.13 to 0 wt%), the viscosity and the maximum bubble diameter decrease as surface 

tension increases. Yet, for solutions with surface tensions below 30.11 mN/m, viscosity 

increases as surface tension increases as well.  This results indicate that the reduction 

in viscosity has a relatively lower impact on bubble diameter than surface tension. Both, 

decrease in viscosity and increase in surface tension, contribute to the decrease in the 

collapse time for solutions with surface tension below 30 mN/m, as presented Figure 

2.6b. 

For solutions with surface tension between 22 to 30.11 mN/m (100 to 44.13 wt% 

ethanol concentration), viscosity and surface tension increase simultaneously. If surface 

tension is increasing, collapse time should decrease. However, in this region, the 

opposite occurred. The collapse time is increasing despite the bubbles growing smaller. 

This result indicate that drastic increment on viscosity and threfore, the viscous forces, 

has a bigger impact on the collapse dynamic than surface tension in this This indicates 

in solutions with surface tension from 22 to 30.11 mN/m. 
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Figure 2.6. a) Maximum diameter of the bubbles in ethanol-water solutions with 

various surface tension (i.e. ethanol concentrations). b) Collapse time of the bubbles in 

ethanol-water solutions with various surface tension (i.e. ethanol concentrations). c) 

Correlation between surface tension and viscosity variation with ethanol concentration 

is reported based on results in Khattab et.al [20]. 

 

There are several studies on the relationship between surface tension and bubble 

dynamics. In particular, Liu et al. [14] calculated LIC bubble dynamics near boundaries 

from the collapse times measured using the optical beam deflection method. However, 

the authors only focus on examining ethanol and pure water solutions with similar 

surface tensions, discarding values between the two extremes. In this study similar to 

our findings bubbles in ethonal exhinited a larger diameter compared to the bubbles 

formed in water. In another study, the correlation between surface tension and acustic 

Viscosity increases Viscosity decreases Viscosity increases Viscosity decreases 

b) 

c 

a) 

c) 
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cavitation with 1 m/s growth rate was explained theoretically [13]. The cavitation 

dynamics was unaffected by change in surface tension of the liquid for large bubbles 

(~10mm) . However, it was reported that for smaller bubbles, the surface tension affects 

the bubble diameter. The LIC bubbles formed in our study have around 20 times faster 

growth rate than acoustic bubbles in the paper mentioned above. Due to rapid plasma 

formation in our study, it is expected that the inertial forces are higher in LIC bubbles 

as compared to bubbles formed acoustically. Therefore, the interaction between the 

inertial force and the surface tension force has a bigger impact on the dynamics of the 

bubbles than the ones observed in acoustic cavitation.  

 

Viscosity influence on bubble dynamics 

To investigate the role of viscosity on bubble dynamics even further, bubbles in 

glycerol-water solutions were compared to bubbles in DI water. By increasing the 

glycerol concentration from 0 to 60 wt%, the viscosity changes exponentially from 

1.005 cp to 10.8cp [22], while the surface tension varies only slightly from 72 mN/m 

to 68 mN/m [41]. Therefore, the experiments in glycerol-water solutions allow keeping 

surface tension changes minor, in contrast to the water-ethanol mixture. The maximum 

bubble diameter increases rapidly when viscosity increases from 1.15 to 3 mPa∙s. In 

contrast, for viscosities higher than 3 mPa∙s we obtained the opposite treand, even for 

all laser fluences (see Figure 2.7a). By increasing the concentration of glycerol, not 

only viscosity increases exponentially, the absorbance at 1064 nm increases as well, as 

is presented in Figure 2.7c. In highly viscous solutions, viscous forces acting on the 

bubble will resist the bubble growth in the medium. Concurrently, in our glycerol 

experiments, such solutions have higher absorbance at the wavelength used to create 
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the plasma (1064nm). Solutions with high absorbance at 1064nm, should produce 

bigger bubbles due to the higher strength of the plasma and high electron density at the 

cavitation site. These two phenomena are presented in Figures 2.7a and 2.7b. Viscosity 

increases exponentially as the glycerol concentration increases. As a result, at lower 

concentrations, the the impact of concentration on visocity of the solutions is much 

smaller than at higher concentration. Therefore, at lower concentrations, the impact of 

absorbance seems to surpass the impact of viscosity. Once the concentration is above 

30 wt%, viscosity and absorbance effects on maximum bubble diameter seem to 

neutralize each other and no significant changes in bubble diameter are observed.  

Similarly, the collapse time increases drastically when increasing the concentration of 

glycerol from 0 to 20 wt%. However, for concentrations above 30 wt%, the rate of 

change in collapse time versus glycerol concentration depends on the energy used to 

induce the bubble, as is observed in Figure 2.7 b.  
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Figure 2.7. a) Maximum diameter of the bubbles in glycerol-water solutions with 

various concentrations. b) Collapse time of the bubbles in glycerol-water solutions with 

various concentrations. c) NIR absorbance of glycerol-water solutions with reference 

to DI water and viscosity values reported by Segar et al. [22] as a function of glycerol 

concentration.  

 

For bubbles formed at the highest energy of 280 J/cm2, the changes in collapse time are 

within the measurement uncertainty (see in Figures 2.7a and 2.7b). However, for lower 

fluences the collapse time continues to increase by increasing the glycerol concentration. 

The bubble dynamics do not change once the absorbed fluence surpasses a certain 

threshold (refer to discussion of Figures 2.4a and b). This outcome explains the plateau 

in the curve for bubbles formed with 280 J/cm2. For lower fluence, the increase in 

absorbance alongside with the increase in viscosity for higher glycerol concentrations , 

lead to higher collapse times.  
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The average speed of the bubble-liquid interface can also be analyzed from Figures 2.7a 

and 7b by dividing the average maximum bubble diameter by the average time to reach 

maxium bubble size. This time turn to be approximetly half of the collapse time, based 

on the symmetric nature of the STM signal (Figure 2.1c). When viscosity changes from 

1.005 mPa∙s (DI water) to 10.8 mPa∙s (60 wt.% glycerol), the speed of the bubble-liquid 

interface reduces from 18.43 m/s to 16.22m/s for 280 J/cm2 laser pulse. The increase in 

viscosity by one order of maginitude, significantly increases the resistance of the fluid 

to deformation under tensile stress, therefore the bubble growth rate slows down.   

There is a discrepancy between reports that studied LIC bubbles in glycerol solutions 

by using a 1064nm pulsed laser. Liu et al [42] described the decline of the bubble size 

to be only 25µm, along with an increase of bubble lifetime of 5µs, by changing viscosity 

from 0 to 50 cP. Otherwise, another study indicated that an increase in concentration of 

glycerol from 0 to 100% does not change the main bubble dynamics significantly.  

However, the plasma luminescence intensity highly depends on the concentration of 

glycerol [43]. It remained unknown why by changing the viscosity, the bubble 

diameters remained unchanged or decreased only slightly. In addition, Brujan et al [15] 

also investigated the effect of viscoelasticity on bubble dynamics by comparing water 

to solutions with polymer additives. The polymer additives increased the viscosity and 

elasticity of the solutions. They reported that as the laser energy increases the impact 

of rheology on the bubble collapse  time diminishes. However, for laser energies below 

the threshold energy, the bubble radius is smaller in polymer solutions compared to 

water. Similarly, in our experiments with higher laser energies, the curves in Figures 

2.7a and b reach the plateau at lower concentrations, indicating the reduction of 

viscosity effects on bubble dynamics. Although from 0 to 30 wt.% glycerol, our result 
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shows an increase in bubble diameter and collapse time. We attribute the discrepancy 

between our study and Brujan et al [15] due to use of glycerol instead of polymers to 

change the viscosity of the solutions and different bubble sizes. In a separate study 

performed by Brujan et al [16], the effect of viscosity on bubble diameter for bubbles 

above 0.5mm was not as prominent as compared to smaller bubbles in their other study 

[15].  Contrastingly, Li et al [42] also investigated the bubble dynamics in glycerol-

water solutions in order to examinate the impact of viscosity, showing the bubble 

diameter and colapse time changes due to the the addition of glycerol, even for larger 

bubbles with diameters above 0.8 mm. Compared to all the studies mentioned above, 

in our study we measured the bubble diameter by using a high-speed phantom camera, 

instead of computing the bubble diameter from the collapse time, or doing simulation 

like in some of the other works. 

 The higher optical absorption of glycerol when compared to water at 1064nm 

wavelength was not discussed in previous papers related to viscosity effects on 

cavitation formed in glycerol . In our study, the bubbles grow slightly larger in solutions 

with higher glycerol content. This effect occurs despite the increase in viscous forces 

acting on the bubble the in solutions. Higher viscosity should reduce the maximum 

bubble diameter, however as the concentration of glycerol increases, the absorbance 

and viscosity increase simultaneously. More energy is transferred to the bubbles in 

solutions with higher absorbance, therefore the bubbles will increase in size due to this 

effect. At the same time, the solutions with higher glycerol concentrations also have 

higher viscosity which resist the bubble growth and increase the damping and collapse 

time of the bubble. These two effects happen simultaneously and as a result the changes 

in bubble diameter are not significant. Our study also indicates that by changing the 
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glycerol concentration from 0 to 60 wt%, the collapse time increases by 30% while the 

bubble diameter only increases by 10%. This result demonstrates that glycerol 

concentration highly influences the collapse time more than it does to the maximum 

bubble diameter. Higher absorbance and viscosity of solutions with high glycerol 

content both lead to bubbles with longer collapse times. 

In summary, researchers can use the results reported in this paper to tailor the properties 

of GNP solutions and obtain the desired outcome in biomedical and industrial 

applications. According to the literature, bubble size [17] and shockwave intensity [7] 

impact the severity of damage induced to the surrounding by the LIC. For instance, to 

obtain a larger damage area, higher intensity of shockwave and bubble diameter should 

be used, which can be obtained by the addition of GNP and reduction of the surface 

tension of the solvents, respectively. Additionally, the use of GNP allows a more 

precise damage mechanism since lower laser fluence is required. Lastly, the speed of 

LIC process can be tuned by changing the viscosity of the solvents. Bubbles with slower 

speed and growth rate will form in highly viscous solutions. 

2.5: Conclusion 

 The presence of GNP increased the shockwave intensity as compared to just DI water. 

However, the maximum diameter and collapse time of bubbles in GNP solutions was 

just slightly different compared to DI water. GNP provide seed electrons and enhance 

the energy for the creation of the plasma. On the other hand, due to scattering of GNP, 

there is less energy efficiency in bubble formation process, therefore the bubble 

diameters do not change significantly. The surface tension of GNP- DI water solutions 

was measured, and we observed that the addition of gold nanoparticles to DI water 

reduces the surface tension 2.7%.  Although water-ethanol solutions were initially used 
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to study the surface tension of the liquids, we must note that there also exists some 

variation in viscosity, impacting the maximum radius and collapse time during the 

cavitation process. Another study in glycerol-water solutions was conducted and 

showed that the increase in viscosity was correlated to longer collapse times of bubbles. 

The overall findings of this study indicate that physical properties of solutions (surface 

tension, viscosity and absorption) allow researchers to control the cavitation dynamics, 

therefore better managing the intensity of the damage to the surrounding. Also, GNP 

lower the energy required to induce cavitation and shockwave production resulting in 

more localized damage and efficient cavitation process.  
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Chapter 3: Laser-induced Cavitation in Plasmonic Nanoparticle Solutions: A 

Comparative Study between Gold and Titanium Nitride 

 

Keywords: laser-induced cavitation, shockwave emission, nonlinear absorption, non-

thermal plasma. 

 

3.1 Abstracts: 

 In this work we present an extensive comparative study between novel titanium 

nitride nanoparticles (TiN NPs) and commercial gold nanorods (GNR), both dispersed 

in water and exposed to a pulsed laser-induced cavitation process. The optical density, 

shockwave emission, and bubble formation of these solutions were investigated using 

shadowgraphy, spatial transmittance modulation and acoustic measurements. TiN 

nanoparticle solutions exhibited high stability under a periodic nanosecond pulsed-

laser irradiation, making these nanomaterials promising agents for high-power 

applications. In addition, they demonstrated a stronger nonlinear absorption compared 

to the GNR solutions, and plasma formation at lower laser energies. This study 

advances our understanding of the optical properties of TiN and discusses significant 

differences compared to gold, with important implications for future applications of 

this material in water treatment, nonlinear signal converting and laser-induced 

cavitation for medical implementations, among others. 

 

3.2 Introduction: 

 

Laser-induced cavitation is a complex phenomenon initiated by the localized deposition 

of energy in a liquid. Initially, ionization occurs followed by nucleation of the 

secondary (or impact) electrons. Once the electron density reaches a value above 

1023e/cm3, an avalanche ionization occurs [1] producing localized high-temperature 

plasma emission. The initiation of the plasma generates an intense shockwave and 
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bubble nucleation subsequently. A secondary shockwave is created right after the 

bubble collapse (106 Pa order of magnitude) [1,2], which can produce damage into 

surfaces as hard as stainless steel [2] and other metals. 

The cavitation effects such as energy accumulation during the growth phase and 

localized energy release during the collapse phase allow this phenomenon to be used 

for different purposes. Laser-induced cavitation has practical applications in 

biomedicine, for the photo disruption of tissue in non-invasive intraocular surgery, [3-

5] laser-induced shockwave lithography (LISL) [6,7] for kidney stone destructions, and 

the reduction of the intradiscal pressure of nucleus pulpous[8,9] for decompressing the 

herniated intervertebral discs. 

Further control over the cavitation process can be obtained by dispersing dyes or 

particles in the liquid medium to increase absorption at the excitation wavelength. The 

use of biocompatible and functionalized nanoparticles as light absorbers [10] allows 

targeting specific cell types [11]. The absorption of nanoparticles can be engineered by 

tuning composition, size, and shape, to maximize the extinction cross section in the 

desired wavelength range, such as in the biological transparency windows (650-1350 

nm and 1550-1870nm). This would allow extending the use of techniques such as “light 

scalpels” [12] to the case of deep tissue, with obvious potential benefits from a 

theragnostic point of view. 

Plasmonic nanoparticles are particularly interesting because of their high extinction 

coefficient and tunability of their optical response. For instance, there are several 

strategies to functionalize gold nanoparticles and make them biocompatible. [13-15] 

Gold nanoparticles have been used as contrast agents for photoacoustic imaging, due to 

their strong photothermal conversion efficiency, generating acoustic waves through the 
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thermoelastic mechanism.[16-18] For therapeutic purposes, pulsed lasers are focused 

on gold nanospheres or nanorods targeted zones to localize the therapeutic effect and 

avoid tissue damage.[19] One of the main problems in the use of metal nanoparticles 

for targeted photonics cavitation is their lower thermal stability and thermal resistivity 

under high optical fluence, resulting in the melting, change of shape, or fragmentation 

of the nanoparticles.[20,21] In addition, spherical gold nanoparticles have a strong 

resonant response in the visible region. Therefore, more complex geometries are needed 

to shift the absorbance peak to the biological windows. [22-24] These considerations 

motivate the investigation of alternative plasmonic materials that can potentially 

remove the limitations associated with gold. 

Transition metal nitrides are well known for their high thermal and chemical stability. 

Particularly TiN NP’s overcome the limitation of GNR in terms of material cost and 

abundance. TiN NP’s have an optical response in the NIR window, without the need of 

precise shape control. [25,26] A few studies have already confirmed the 

biocompatibility of TiN. [27-29] For these reasons, there has been a growing interest in 

the development and application of TiN-based nanostructures for bio-applications. [30-

34] Although agglomeration of bare TiN nanoparticles dispersed in high ionic strength 

liquids and serum-containing media were reported, the addition of Silicon (Si)[30] and 

Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)[32] coating allowed the dispersion of these nanoparticles 

in physiological media. Additionally, PEG coated TiN (PEG-TiN NP’s) remained 

stable in solutions with various PH values (6.8,7,7.4) and different physiological 

mediums such as blood serum and saline [32]. In-vivo studies reported the 

accumulation of PEG-TiN nanoparticles in liver and spleen tissue. However, no hepatic 

kidney or major organ dysfunction was observed [32,33]. Blood and urea samples from 
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TiN nanoparticles injected in mice, also showed low toxicity levels, and no signs of 

kidney dysfunction was observed [33].  

Based on previous results from laser-induced cavitation in plasmonic nanoparticles 

solutions, [34-37] and considering the crucial role of thermal stability for high 

temperature/high power density applications, we decided to perform an experimental 

comparative study between commercially available GNR and TiN NP’s synthesized in 

house via a non-thermal plasma reactor [38,39]. Both materials were evaluated in terms 

of their thermal stability, cavitation dynamics, and nonlinear optical properties. We 

examined the transmission at high laser intensities for both materials and showed strong 

reverse saturable absorption properties for TiN NP solutions. These results provide new 

information on the optical response of TiN NP’s, which are to date considerably less 

characterized than gold nanostructures despite their many interesting properties. 

3.3 Materials and Methods: 

Nanoparticle Synthesis 

Bare TiN and Silicon coated (TiN-Si) shell NP’s were synthesized using a non-thermal 

plasma reactor, following the method developed by Barragan et al.[38, 39] This novel 

approach allows the fast conversion of chemical precursors into nanomaterials with 

relatively narrow size distributions and high structural quality, as was proven before for 

carbides, [40,41] and other nitride materials.[42-44] The system consisted of a quartz 

tube reactor, where TiN NPs were synthesized in a gas mixture of Ar, TiCl4, and NH3. 

A second reactor was connected in series to the original system where the TiN NPs, 

produced in the first reactor, aerodynamically traveled into the second reactor to create 

a silicon nitride-based shell uniformly grown onto the TiN core by means of Ar and 

untreated ammonia silane (SiH4). An average diameter of 10 nm for TiN nanoparticles 
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was obtained, while for TiN-Si shell nanoparticles, a 2 nm Si shell increased the size to 

12 nm. A detailed description of the system can be found in the supplementary materials, 

section S1.  

The optical density (OD) of TiN and TiN-Si diluted in water solutions were matched 

with the OD of the purchased 1064 nm GNRs (Nanoapartz) with the plasmonic peak at 

808 nm (A12-10-808-CTAB-DIH-Bulk) and 1064 nm (A12-10-1064-CTAB-DIH-

Bulk). A detailed description of the OD spectra acquisition can be found in the 

supporting information, section S2. The matching OD= 1 ± 0.1 at 1064 nm was obtained 

at concentrations of 29 µg/ml, 74 µg/ml and 39 µg/ml for TiN NP, TiN-Si shell NP and 

GNR solutions, respectively. The OD measurements before and after laser irradiation 

were reported in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The OD at the resonant wavelength, 1064 nm, 

was explored in Figure 3.4 and the error bars were estimated by obtaining the 

differentials at this wavelength.  

Bubble Dynamics Measurements 

The effect on the bubble dynamics after periodic laser-induced cavitation in 

the plasmonic solutions was studied by the shadowgraphy method [45,46]. The 

optical setup is presented in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, where each bubble was nucleated 

by a single Nd:YAG  (Surelite, Amplitude, Germany) 1064 nm laser, with a pulse 

duration of 6ns and illuminated by a collimated continuous wave HeNe laser at λ= 

632 nm along the solution’s cuvette, perpendicular to the pulsed laser beam. The 

dynamics of the bubble were recorded using a Phantom high-speed camera with a 

speed of 105 fps. Each bubble diameter was measured four times and an average 

value was obtained.  Each data point represented in Figures 3.5 a to d is an average 

of five separate bubble measurements that were induced by the corresponding laser 
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energy. The error bar is the representation of the standard error of the five 

measurements. Simultaneously, the collapse times of five bubbles were measured for 

each laser energy by using the Spatial Transmission Technique (STM)[46] as shown 

in Figure 3.1c.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. (a) Optical setup for dynamic bubble analysis, (b) Typical bubble image 

obtained by Shadowgraphy technique, and (c) Spatial transmittance modulation method 

(STM) signal for a 280 J/cm2 laser pulse. 

 

Shockwave Measurements 

In addition, the shockwave produced after plasma formation was studied by using a 

Type I hydrophone with 150 ns rise time (RP Acoustics, Leutenbach Germany), 

connected to a 100 MHz, 1.25 GS/s oscilloscope (TDS 3014B, Tektronix) and 

triggered with the laser pulse. The hydrophone was located 4 mm above the bubble 

nucleation point, while the laser energy was kept at 1.6 mJ. The shockwave was 

measured ten times for each solution. The standard deviation of the ten measurements 

was used to represent the error bars in Figure 3.5 F. 
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Z-Scan 

The nonlinear optical properties of our solutions were explored by means of the Z-

scan method. The transmission of the light that gets focused inside the solution was 

tracked as the cuvette moved along the laser focal point a Z- micrometer Stage 

(Thorlabs). Both signals were measured by two identical photodiodes attached to an 

integrating sphere and connected to an oscilloscope with a sample rate of 2.5 GHz. 

The beam energy was set to energy values below the cavitation nucleation threshold 

to guarantee that the intensity changes were only due to the non-linear absorption 

effect, rather than bubble formation. (For more details of the Z-Scan setup, please 

refer to section S3 in the Supplementary information). The Z-Scan was performed at 

each energy for TiN and Gold 1064 NP solutions in order to confirm the location of 

the focal point. Then, the transmission was measured four times at the focal point. 

The error bars shown in Figure 3.6 are the standard deviation of the four 

measurements. In Figure 3.7, the normalized transmission was measured four times at 

each position, and the error bars are the standard error of the four measurements.  

3.4 Results and Discussion: 

The synthesized TiN NP’s had a stoichiometric single-crystal with rock-salt structure 

and an average size of 10 nm ± 3 nm (see Figure 3.2a).  The addition of the 1.5 nm ± 

0.4 nm coating layer of silicon nitride does not produce any noticeable change in the 

structure of the particles (see Figure 3.1b), as was reported by Berrospe-Rodriguez et 

al. [39] The lattice fringes in the core and the absence of any ordered structure in the 

shell, indicates an amorphous but uniform coating. Commercial GNR solutions with 
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the plasmonic peak at 808 nm and 1064 nm wavelength were used for a comparative 

study with our synthesized materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. TEM micrograph images for: (a) TiN and (b) TiN-Si shell NP’s. 

 

The thermal stability of the plasmonic nanoparticles was further investigated by 

exposing the solutions to a periodic nanosecond pulsed-laser irradiation. Each sample 

was irradiated by an Nd: YAG 1064 nm nanosecond pulsed laser, at 10Hz and energy 

of 4mJ, during 12.5, 25, and 50 minutes, respectively (see Figure 3.3a). The OD 

spectrum of all the solutions at each irradiation time is shown in Figures 3.3b to e. For 

the pristine cases (0 minutes of irradiation), GNR solutions have a narrow plasmonic 

peak at 1064nm for the resonant case (Figure 3b) and 808 nm for the off-resonant case 

(Figure 3.3c), respectively. Note that both solutions have a secondary but less intense 

plasmonic peak in the visible region. In contrast, as shown in Figures 3.3d and e, the 

initial plasmonic peaks for TiN and TiN-Si, located at 800 nm and 840 nm respectively, 

are significantly broader compared to GNR’s. However, TiN-Si presents a narrower 

and more pronounced peak, as was discussed by Berrospe-Rodriguez et al. [39] After 

only 12.5 minutes of laser exposure, the plasmonic peak for 1064 nm GNR solution 

completely vanishes. In contrast, for 808 nm it disappears at a slower rate, after 25 

minutes of irradiation. The secondary peak in the visible region for both cases increase 
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after 12.5 minutes. These results suggest a significant change in the morphology of the 

nanorods into a more spherical-like shape. Similar results have been reported, [47-51] 

where the fragmentation of GNR’s was observed after laser exposure.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. (a) OD at 1064 nm as a function of laser irradiation time for GNR, TiN and 

TiN-Si NP plasmonic solutions. TEM image of: (b) off-resonant GNR after 12.5 

minutes of irradiation. (c)  resonant GNR after 12.5 minutes of irradiation. In both GNR 

cases a significant change in morphology is observed. The GNR fragmentize into 

spheres. However, in d) TiN and e) TiN-Si no change in morphology was observed. 

 

In the case of TiN and TiN-Si NP solutions, a blue-shift of the peak was observed after 

12.5 minutes of irradiation for both solutions. The plasmonic peak of TiN NP’s 

completely vanished after 50 minutes of irradiation, meanwhile, for TiN-Si NP’s the 

peak was still present yet decreased. Figure 3.4a shows the OD at λ= 1064 nm as a 
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function of irradiation time. Note the fast drop to zero after only 12.5 minutes for 1064 

nm GNR’s, while for TiN and TiN-Si NP’s, the OD decreased at a slower rate without 

reaching zero, even after 50 minutes of cavitation. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) OD at 1064 nm as a function of laser irradiation time for GNR, TiN, 

and TiN-Si NP plasmonic solutions. TEM image of: (b) off-resonant GNR after 12.5 

minutes of irradiation. (c)  resonant GNR after 12.5 minutes of irradiation. In both GNR 

cases, a significant change in morphology is observed. The GNR fragmentize into 

spheres. However, in d) TiN and e) TiN-Si no change in morphology was observed. 

The error bars indicate that the OD of GNR remains relatively independent of 

irradiation times after 10 minutes of irradiation. In TiN NP solutions, the opposite is 

observed as the decrease in OD is statistically significant as the irradiation time 

increases. 

 

The structural changes of the plasmonic nanoparticles following laser-induced 

cavitation exposure were also investigated. We must note that these changes are 

significantly different between TiN NP and GNR solutions. For the 808 nm GNR case, 

some nanorods remained intact after 12.5 minutes of laser exposure (Figure 3.4b). 

However, 1064 nm GNRs coalesced into nanospheres due to intense localized heating 

after the same time (Figure 3.4c). Moreover, TiN and TiN-Si NP’s maintained their 

shape and size after irradiation (Figure 3.4d and 3.4e, respectively), which explains 

the smaller changes in OD values for these solutions.  
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Figure 3.5a to d shows the maximum bubble diameter as a function of laser energy 

before and after periodic irradiation exposure for all the solutions. We can observe that 

for both GNR solutions (with the plasmonic peak at 1064 nm and 808 nm), the 

maximum bubble diameter remains approximately the same after the 50 minutes of 

irradiation (see Figures 3.5a and 3.5b) and both cases presented a slight increment on 

the bubble diameter, as the pulse laser energy increased.  

For the original TiN and TiN-Si samples, the maximum bubble diameter was smaller 

than for GNR and remained invariant as a function of the laser energy (see Figures 3.5c 

and 5d). The formation of smaller bubbles (or secondary bubbles) before the laser focal 

point was observed (see Figure 3.5e) for the TiN and TiN-Si samples before irradiation, 

indicating a high absorption process along the beam path. Accordingly, less energy was 

transferred to the focal point, reducing the expected bubble size. The collapse time for 

these secondary bubbles was up to 3 ms, while the main bubble at the focal point 

collapsed at an average of 40 µs from its nucleation time. This difference in collapse 

time indicates that the secondary bubbles are formed due to a heating process along the 

laser path, rather than a shockwave self-focusing mechanism [52]. An increment of the 

bubble diameter to twice its original size after 50 minutes of laser irradiation for both 

solutions was found. Furthermore, they no longer presented the formation of the 

secondary bubbles, with most of the laser energy delivered at the focal point (see Figure 

3.5e).  
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Figure 3.5. Maximum bubble diameter before and after 50 min laser irradiation in (a) 

39 µg/ml resonant GNR, (b) 39 µg/ml off-resonant GNR, (c) 29 µg/ml TiN NP( d) 74 

µg/ml TiN-Si NP. (e) Images of maximum bubble size induced by 2.95 mJ laser pulse 

before and after irradiation for resonant GNR (gold 1064), off-resonant GNR (gold 808), 

TiN NP and, TiN-Si NP (f) Shockwave intensity before and after 50 minutes laser 

irradiation. The number of replicates is five times. The changes in diameter at various 

energies for the original TiN and TiN-Si nanoparticle solutions remained within the 

statistical error. In the irradiated solutions, the increase in bubble diameter was 

observed as the energy increases up to 2.4 mJ. 
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Figure 3.5f describes the relative changes in the shockwave amplitude due to plasma 

formation since the hydrophone used for this experiment does not report a conversion 

factor for high-frequency phenomena. The pressure produced in the irradiated GNR 

solutions dropped to half of its original intensity, while the laser energy was kept 

constant at 1.6 mJ for the shockwave experiments. Additionally, in TiN and TiN-Si NP 

solutions, the reduction of the OD at 1064 nm after cavitation exposure, resulted in 

shockwave intensity increment, compared to the original samples. More specifically, 

the shockwave amplitude increased more than twice its original value for the TiN 

solution, whereas for TiN-Si it was only a slight, yet noticeable increment. We attribute 

this increment of intensity and bubble size to a better energy focusing of the beam at 

the focal point. In contrast, in the original solution a large portion of the laser energy 

was spent forming secondary bubbles along the beam path, resulting in less energy 

transferred to the shockwave and the bubble formation. 

The presence of the secondary bubbles in the original TiN and TiN-Si NP solutions 

suggested the existence of a nonlinear absorption mechanism, despite presenting a 

similar OD to the original GNR solutions. If that were the case, the absorption 

coefficient of these solutions had to be laser power-dependent and to confirm this 

hypothesis, we further investigated the nonlinear absorption of nanoparticle solutions 

before and after cavitation exposure, as is presented below. The center of the cuvette, 

containing the plasmonic solutions, was initially placed at the focal point as the laser 

energy was increased from 120 to 220 µJ. The ratio 
HH@ , where K7 is the intensity before 

the focusing lens and K is the intensity after the sample, was measured as a function of 

the laser energy as shown in Figure 3.6. We can observe that for energies below 140 

µJ, the transmittance for TiN NP solutions decreased as the energy of the incoming 
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laser increased. This corresponds to a reverse saturable absorption process, where the 

depletion of the ground state with the increase of the incident energies occurs. [53] 

However, above 140 µJ, plasma formation accompanied by luminescence occurred. 

Therefore, bubble formation resulted in an increment in the transmitted energy, which 

linearly increased as the laser energy increased too. In contrast, GNR solutions 

presented a lower decrease of transmittance for energies from 120 to 230 µJ and no 

plasma formation was observed. This result reveals stronger nonlinear properties for 

TiN NP’s solutions, which was accompanied by plasma formation at lower energies 

compared to GNR solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Normalized ratio of the laser intensity before and after passing through the 

solution as function of the incoming laser energy. The black arrow represents the 

threshold energy for bubble formation in TiN NP solutions. Above this energy, white 

light luminescence followed by bubble formation was present in TiN NP solutions, 

resulting in increment of the light. Note that for this range of energies, no bubble 

formation was observed for GNR. The number of replicates is four times. The error 

bars indicate that in TiN NP solution the transmission remains relatively constant above 

180 µJ, which is above the cavitation threshold.  The slight changes in transmission 

above 140 µJ in the TiN NP solutions are due to luminescence produced by  the 

cavitation.   
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A deeper examination of the nonlinear properties of the plasmonic solutions was carried 

out by using the Z-scan method. [53,54] We kept the energy constant at 120 µJ as the 

transmitted intensity was measured as a function of distance from the laser focal point. 

Figures 3.7a and 3.7b show the normalized transmitted energy for 808 nm and 1064 

nm GNR, respectively. For 808 nm GNR’s, nonlinearities were not observed, however, 

for 1064 nm GNR’s, a mild decrease of the transmittance intensity as the cuvette 

position approaches to the focal point was observed. This indicated a weak reverse 

saturable absorption nonlinearity, which completely vanished after the 50 minutes 

irradiation experiment, as is evident in Figure 3.7b. For TiN and TiN-Si NP’s solutions, 

we observed higher reverse saturable absorption nonlinearities, where the decrement in 

transmittance as the cuvette approached the focal point was more dramatic than for 

GNR, as is shown in Figure 3.6c for TiN and 6d for TiN-Si, respectively. Additionally, 

these nonlinearities were reduced after the irradiation exposure for 50 minutes of both 

solutions, but not completely disappeared as was the case for the GNR. 
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Figure 3.7. Z-Scan measurements for a) off-resonant (gold 808) GNR b) resonant (gold 

1064) GNR, c) TiN, and d) TiN-Si NP solutions before and after 50 minutes of laser 

irradiation. The normalized ratio intensity was fitted with the open aperture equation to 

obtain the nonlinear absorption coefficient of the solutions. The number of replicates is 

four times and the standard error was used to compute the error bars. The error bars 

indicate that the decrease in transmission at the focal point in the original TiN and TiN-

Si NP solutions is statistically significant, representing reverse saturable absorption 

properties. However, in the irradiated TiN and TiN-Si NP solutions, the nonlinear 

properties significantly decrease as the differences between transmission at various 

locations remain within the error. 

 

The normalized transmittance from all the Z-scan experiments was fitted with the open 

aperture equation to obtain the nonlinear absorption coefficient α (I) [54] as:                   

                                     
HH@ = ∑ VW �XYYZ@  [\- ]%]@%. ^

_

=`��=a7                                              (1) 

Where bcdd = -1 − e/f@ #./J7  is the effective length, L is the length of the sample, I0 

is the peak intensity at the focal point, z is the longitudinal displacement, Z0 is the 

Rayleigh range, and J7 is the linear absorption coefficient of the solution. The nonlinear 

coefficients obtained from the fitting routine are shown in Table 1. Notice that the 
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nonlinear coefficient α(I) for GNR is around one order of magnitude lower than for TiN 

and TiN-Si NP solutions. In addition, despite the 50 minutes of irradiation exposure, 

the nonlinearities in TiN and TiN-Si NP solutions prevail, but their values are reduced 

to around one order of magnitude from the pristine case. 

 

Solutions 

[µg/ml] 

Pulse 

energy [µJ] 

 α (I) 

[mm/W] 

Pristine 

α (I) 

[mm/W] 

After 

Irradiation 

Gold 1064 nm 

(39) 

120 3.5 x 10-7 ------------- 

TiN (29)  120 1.6 x 10-6 7.5 x 10-8 

TiN (29)  120 2.2 x 10-6 2 x 10-7 

 

Table 3.1. The nonlinear absorption coefficient for plasmonic solutions before and after 

50 minutes of periodic laser irradiation. 

 

3.5 Discussion: 

Our results highlight the superior thermal resistance of TiN nanoparticles. Furthermore, 

the addition of the silicon coating protected the particles even more from its degradation 

in optical response. Previous research on continuous laser illumination for TiN and 

Gold showed similar results, Jiang et. al [51] demonstrated the photothermal effect of 

TiN NPs and GNR up to 0.8 W/cm2 laser power. They also observed a reduction in 

absorbance peak and fragmentation of GNR after 60 minutes of irradiation. 

 Periodic cavitation in TiN nanoparticle solutions initially resulted in a blue shift of 

the plasmonic peak (Figure 3.3). This blue shift is due to the enhancement of particle 

dispersion in water. In this case, shockwaves formed during the cavitation process 

break down the particle agglomerates which are associated with a red shift in the 

plasmonic peak [55]. However, after longer times of periodic cavitation exposure (25 

to 50 minutes), oxidation effects become more prominent, which is reflected by a 
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slight red shift in the peak. The correlation between oxidation and the presence of red 

shift was also previously reported by Berrospe et. al [39]. 

Maximum bubble diameters for 808 nm GNR solutions are slightly bigger than those 

formed in the 1064 nm case (Figure 3.5 a and b). This is known as the Faraday-Tyndall 

Effect, where the laser-induced bubble formation is accompanied by higher scattering 

and a defocusing effect in the resonant case (1064 nm in our study).[56] This results in 

less energy transfer to the focal point, and the formation of smaller bubbles. There is 

also another plausible explanation; a previous experimental and theoretical cavitation 

study by Boulais et al. [37] showed that off-resonant nanoparticles irradiated with 45 fs 

laser pulses lead to enhanced near-field energy absorption by the nanoscale plasma 

around the nanoparticle (as high as 11 times more) compared to the energy absorption 

by the lattice of the nanoparticle.  While our study focuses on ns pulses, it is foreseeable 

that the initial phase of the ns-laser pulses aimed at the off-resonant nanoparticles (808 

nm) results in a slightly enhanced energy absorption by the nanoscale plasma, and thus 

slightly larger bubble diameters when compared to the resonant nanoparticles (1064). 

One of the unforeseen results was the similar bubble diameters in GNR solutions before 

and after laser irradiation, despite the disappearance of the plasmonic peak at 1064 nm 

(Figure 3.3a) and modifications in the morphology of the particles (Figures 3.3b and c). 

It is important to remark that the laser energy delivered at the focal point is initially 

transferred to the plasma formation. However, after this, a shockwave is produced, and 

the remaining energy is transferred to the nucleation of the cavitation bubble.[1] The 

sequence of these events is crucial for a better understanding of bubble behavior. We 

anticipated that the loss of the absorbance peak at 1064 nm had initially impacted the 

shockwave intensity produced by the plasma before it affected the bubble size. Our 
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shockwave measurements, obtained by the hydrophone placed at 4mm away from the 

nucleation site, confirmed this theory (see Figure 3.5f).   

Results from Figures 3.5c and 5d indicate that the laser energy is significantly absorbed 

before it reaches the focal point for the case of TiN and TiN-Si NP’s, because of their 

higher nonlinearities. The reduction in the amount of energy transferred to plasma 

formation results in smaller cavitation bubbles, as shown in Figure 3.5e. Divya et. al 

[57] showed similar results demonstrating significant nonlinear enhancement in PVA 

(Polyvinyl Alcohol)/TiN nanocomposite membrane, which was described due to 

multiple particle interactions via magnetic coupling of coalescent particles. Gui et. al 

also reported that TiN nanoantennas exhibit strong nonlinear emission.[58] Our result 

from Figure 3.7 and Table 1 also confirms the presence of reverse saturable absorption 

in TiN nanoparticles. 

To summarize, we have performed a comparative study between the optical properties 

of GNRs and TiN plasmonic nanoparticles. These materials initiate and sustain the 

cavitation process in different ways, and these fine differences should be considered 

when selecting a material for a specific application. TiN NPs present higher thermal 

stability under high laser power exposure compared to GNR solutions. In addition, TiN 

NPs are conducive to plasma formation at lower laser energies, likely due to their strong 

nonlinear optical response. However, GNRs enable cavitation in a more localized 

manner, with precise control of bubble size via tuning of laser power.  

3.6 Conclusion: 

 

We investigated the thermal resistance and cavitation dynamics in GNR and TiN NP 

plasmonic solutions by exposing them to periodic pulsed laser-induced cavitation. 

Compared to the resonant case, the off-resonant GNR showed slightly larger-sized 
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bubbles and better thermal resistance to the cavitation process, preventing a faster 

fragmentation of the material.  Moreover, TiN and TiN-Si NPs exhibited higher thermal 

resistance compared to both GNR solutions. However, the cavitation bubbles in TiN 

NP solutions were accompanied by multiple secondary bubble formations along the 

focusing beam path, attributed to its nonlinear properties. We found a higher reverse 

saturable absorption in TiN solutions compared to GNR. The strong optical nonlinearity 

of TiN NP solutions opens a new avenue for applications, such as nonlinear signal 

converter and optical limiters in protective coatings of sensitive optical components 

under high-power laser irradiations. 
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Chapter 4: Nonlinear absorption in plasmonic titanium nitride nanocrystals 

 

Keywords: Nonlinear absorption coefficient, optical limiter, Near-Infrared laser 

irradiation, self-focusing. 

 

4.1 Abstract: 

  Titanium nitride nanoparticles have become a research interest due to their 

distinguished optical and photothermal properties. Furthermore, the search for an ideal 

nanoparticle solution with tunable nonlinear optical properties for laser-based 

applications is critical for many researchers. More specifically, the third order optical 

nonlinearities such as reverse saturable absorption, optical liming, and self-focusing, 

are important in the biomedical and electronics fields. In this work, we have 

investigated the optical nonlinearities of titanium nitride plasmonic nanoparticles as a 

function of material concentration in water solutions. Furthermore, we have 

investigated the effect of nanoparticle clustering on optical nonlinearities by fabricating 

micron-sized clusters of ~50 nm titanium nitride particles. The results of z-scan studies 

demonstrate that the nonlinear absorption coefficient increases linearly with the 

concentration. However, TiN clusters required higher concentrations compared to the 

freestanding nanoparticles to exhibit similar nonlinear absorption coefficient and 

optical density. Similarly, the optical limiting threshold for titanium nitride 

nanoparticles appears to be lower compared to the cluster solutions, which is impacted 

by the collective scattering of nanoparticles and high reverse saturable absorption. In 

addition, we have observed self-focusing in the continuous resonant regime and 

reported that the equivalent Kerr lens focal length increases with the concentration. Our 

study provides an in-depth analysis of the nonlinear optical properties of titanium 
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nitride, with relevant consequences for applications such as sensor protection and 

photothermal therapy.  

4.2 Introduction:  

Colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) have been utilized in many applications such as 

antibacterial [1], cancer therapy [2], pharmaceutical agents [3], photoreduction [4], 

imaging [5], and laser-induced cavitation [6]. The concentration and agglomeration 

(clusters) of nanoparticles can directly impact the thermal [7], physical [8], and optical 

properties of colloidal NPs [9,10], which also influence the performance of the 

nanocomposite in the previously mentioned applications. 

 Transitional metal nitrides solutions, such as titanium nitride plasmonic 

nanoparticles (TiN NPs), are one of the novel colloidal nanomaterials best known for 

their thermal stability, [11,12] optical tunability, [13] and plasmonic response in the 

NIR (near-infrared) window. [14- 17] Local heating, high melting point, hardness, and 

chemical stability of TiN NPs make them an attractive candidate for biophotonic 

applications in which traditionally gold and silver NPs are used. [18-20] More 

importantly, several studies have confirmed the biocompatibility and low cost of 

production for these NPs. [11, 15, 17, 21-22] Among many applications of TiN NPs are 

photoreduction, [4] photothermal therapy, [22, 23-25] and implant coatings, [26] to 

mention a few. Furthermore, the agglomeration of these nanoparticles can be utilized 

to enhance scattering properties, which combined with their absorbing plasmonic 

nature make these colloidal solutions ideal for many photothermal applications since 

they are tunable absorbers and scatterers. Therefore, it is of high value to investigate 

the nonlinear optical properties of TiN NPs and TiN clusters in the NIR regime as 

alternative materials to gold and silver. 
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 One of the most significant optical properties of TiN NP colloidal solutions is their 

high nonlinear absorption. In TiN NP solutions, the optical absorption remains 

relatively constant below a threshold laser energy, above which absorption becomes 

highly dependent on laser energy. The threshold laser energy is inversely proportional 

to the laser pulse duration [27] with stronger acoustic effects present for shorter pulse 

durations. Typically, the use of a continuous wave (CW) laser requires much higher 

energy to reach the threshold intensity for nonlinear absorptive properties of colloidal 

NPs solutions compared to pulsed lasers. Nonetheless, in the CW regime, photo thermal 

effects and diffusive heat transfer may lead to changes in refractive index of the 

colloidal solutions, which in turn may affect the beam diameter and, therefore, laser 

fluence. Currently, we do not have much information regarding the impact of 

concentration and agglomeration on the nonlinear absorption of TiN NPs colloidal 

solutions. This information is highly desirable because with relatively low pulsed laser 

energies in the nanosecond regime, it may be possible to induce high nonlinear 

absorption in TiN NPs colloidal solutions and, therefore reduce the risk of damage to 

untargeted areas during application such as photothermal therapy.  

  More thoroughly, the nonlinear optical properties present in TiN NPs solutions 

can be described by the Lorenz field effect.  Once the particles inside a media are 

subjected to an electric field, the intensity of that field experienced by each particle is 

much higher than the overall electric field applied to the bulk material. The difference 

between localized and bulk electric fields depends on the degree of polarization of the 

material, which is quantified by the susceptibility tensor, with factors that include first-

order linear, second-order nonlinear, third-order nonlinear, etc. [28] The third-order 

nonlinearity factor may result in reverse saturable absorption, [29] optical limiting, [30] 
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and self-focusing phenomena. [31] More notably, the amplified local field in the surface 

plasmon nanoparticles enhances their nonlinear absorptive properties. TiN NP solutions 

could exhibit reverse saturable absorption (RSA), which demonstrates a larger excited-

state absorption cross section compared to the ground-states absorption cross section 

and an increase in the absorption as the incoming laser energy increases. [29, 32] 

Furthermore, they could work as optical limiters, where the transmitted light intensity 

remains relatively constant above a threshold laser energy. [29] In addition, these 

phenomena can be concurrent with other optical Kerr nonlinearities that lead to the self-

focusing effect, which has been present in different absorptive media such as resonant 

atomic vapor media, [33] transparent liquids, [34] and nanomaterials. [35] In our paper, 

we demonstrated the presence of RSA and optical limiting in TiN and TiN Cluster NP’s  

in the nanosecond regime. We also investigated the self-focusing properties of TiN NP 

solutions in the continuous regime and described the Kerr lens focal length at various 

concentrations. Our study demonstrates the impact of TiN nanoparticle concentration 

and agglomeration on the third-order optical nonlinearities with the goal of 

understanding the optical tunability of these nanoparticle solutions for applications such 

as photothermal therapy. 

4.3 Results and Discussion: 

We compared the third order optical nonlinearities of freestanding TiN NP with 

TiN clusters solutions. The concentration of the solutions was modified to achieve 

similar linear optical density (OD) for TiN NP and clusters. For more detailed 

information on the correlation between nanoparticle and cluster’s OD, please refer to 

supporting information section S4. We initially measured the degree of reverse 

absorption in TiN solution by obtaining the nonlinear absorption coefficient with a z-
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scan setup.  The cuvette containing solutions was scanned along the focused laser beam 

as the transmission was monitored.  Figure 4.1a shows the normalized transmission as 

a function of sample distance z, where z=0 is the focal point, for the TiN NP’s solutions 

of 5 and 35 µg/ml. The drop of intensity at the focal point indicates the nonlinear reverse 

saturable absorption in these solutions. This drop increases with nanoparticle 

concentration, showing an increment in the nonlinear absorption. For more detailed z-

scan data at various concentrations, please refer to supporting information, section S5. 

The coefficient of nonlinear absorption for all the TiN NP and TiN cluster samples was 

obtained by fitting the z-scan data. The correlation between linear OD and the nonlinear 

absorption coefficient is reported in Figure 4.1b. As the linear OD increases, the 

nonlinear absorption coefficients for both types of solutions increase, too. However, as 

a function of particle concentration, TiN clusters show an inferior nonlinear absorption 

coefficient rate compared to TiN NP’s (see Figure 4.1c). We attribute this result to a 

higher scattering light from clusters compared to NPs. Cluster solutions have larger 

interparticle distance (ID), when considering the same concentration due to their larger 

size (350 nm over 50 nm). [36] However, due to their agglomeration structure 

consisting of nanoparticles, the ID distance inside the cluster is significantly smaller 

compared to nanoparticles in the solution. Previous work showed the coupling effect of 

gold nanoparticle arrays (structured clusters) from 1 to 61 nanospheres. In their study, 

the average absorption cross section increases up to 19 nanospheres, since ID distance 

results in higher absorption, due to reduction in charge separation and dielectric losses. 

However, the introduction of more nanospheres in the array reduces the absorption 

cross section of the cluster, while scattering cross section increases linearly upon the 

number of nanospheres, until a plateau state is reached. [37] 
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Similarly in our results, we observed that cluster concentration needed to be 

increased to achieve similar OD from TiN nanoparticles, where each individual cluster 

works as a strong light scatterer, while its absorption properties are reduced. The same 

behavior is observed for nonlinear absorption coefficients, where the increment of 

particle concentration has a more significant influence on TiN NP solutions rather than 

TiN cluster solutions. From these results we can understand that the optimal size is not 

the same for absorption and scattering enhancement. Researchers could tune the TiN 

cluster size or change concentration of both plasmonic solutions, to obtain the optimal 

nonlinear optical material based on the desired application. Furthermore, as was 

demonstrated previously, [14] TiN NP solutions with similar OD to gold nanorod 

solutions, exhibit higher nonlinear coefficient and maintain their nonlinear absorptive 

properties even after being exposed to periodic pulsed-laser irradiation. 
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Figure 4.1.a) The reverse saturable absorption at 20 µJ pulsed laser beam for TiN NP 

solution is shown for solutions with 5 and 35 µg/ml concentrations. The nonlinear 

absorption coefficient as a function of b) linear optical density and c) TiN concentration 

is shown.   

 

Thus far, the z-scan results were executed at a constant laser energy of 20 µJ. 

To further investigate the impact of laser irradiance on the nonlinear optical properties 

of TiN NP and TiN cluster, we variated the input power flux of the laser and 

measured the transmitted power flux. In these experiments, the cuvette was stationary 

and located at the focal point of the beam). The results indicate that for all solutions 

the transmitted energy increases linearly as a function of input flux, up to a critical 

laser energy, as is shown in Figure 4.2a. Afterwards, the output flux remained the 

same regardless of the energy delivered to the sample. This phenomenon, which is 

referred to as optical limiting, is more evident when we look at limiting above 2000 

W/m2 for solutions with higher concentrations, 35 µg/ml and 173 µg/ml for TiN NP’s 

a) 

c) b) 
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and TiN clusters respectively. Otherwise, solutions with the lowest concentrations 

such as 5 µg/ml for TiN and 16 µg/ml for TiN cluster, showed an optical limiting 

above 7000 W/m2. The saturation of this energy system is strongly influenced by 

particle concentration. However, if we compare both types of samples (nanoparticles 

and clusters), the optical limiting threshold drops exponentially from 0 to 15 µg/ml 

for TiN NP’s, while for TiN clusters this behavior occurs up to 120 µg/ml, around 8 

times higher. (See Figure 4.2b). The increase in the nonlinear absorption coefficient 

results in lower optical limiting threshold, for the solutions with higher concentration, 

regardless of the nanoparticle or cluster shape.[38] The impact of particle 

concentration on the optical limiting threshold, could allow researchers to find the 

optimal solution for the desired optical limiting applications, such as sensor 

protection, eye protection, electronic, and self-activating switches. [39,40] Moreover, 

the optical limiting behavior of TiN is comparable with optical limiting of gold 

nanoparticles solutions in the nanosecond regime, [41-43] making these nanoparticles 

a great candidate for various optical limiting applications.  

Although OD for both nanoparticle and cluster solutions were matched with 

concentration (see table one 1), TiN NP’s solutions tend to demonstrate a lower 

optical limiting threshold (2000 W/cm2) compared to clusters (3000 W/cm2). These 

results are in agreement with the results reported in Figure 4.1b, where the absorption 

properties of the cluster solutions are affected by the high scattering of each 

individual cluster.  Optical limiting can be a result of multiple nonlinear phenomena, 

including nonlinear scattering and reverse saturable absorption. [44] We anticipate 

that the nonlinear scattering could have a prominent impact on the limiting behavior. 

The scattering of light from the plasmonic solutions is strongly dependent on the 
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particle size. Higher scattering cross section is attributed to the increment of particle 

size. In addition, the average scattering in the cluster solutions needs to be considered. 

Therefore, a lower optical limiting threshold is observed for TiN NP solutions due to 

higher chance of plasma formation resulted from high nonlinear absorption 

coefficient, and lower scattering cross sections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. a) Laser output power flux (after being transmitted through the solution) as 

a function of the input power flux in TiN cluster NP’s and TiN NP’s. b) The optical 

limiting power threshold is shown for TiN NP’s and TiN cluster at various 

concentrations. The transmittance remains relatively constant for input power fluxes 

above these thresholds.  

 

So far, the discussion of our results relies on the observation that each 

individual cluster should exhibit a higher scattering cross section than a single TiN 

nanoparticle. Using the multiangle light scattering (MALS) technique,[45] we 

obtained the scattering cross section for a TiN nanoparticle and TiN cluster with an 

average size of 50 nm and 350 µm, respectively. The optical set-up used to perform 

these measurements can be found in section S6 of supporting information. The 

scattering intensity was detected by a photodiode connected to an integration sphere 

and displaced from 0 to 90 degrees on steps of 5 degrees, around a cylindrical quartz 

cuvette containing the solution. We used the lowest concentration solutions for both 

a) b) 
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materials to prevent high absorption of the laser source. The Raman scattering cross 

section h was obtained by: 

                                       h = �i�j k%Hl  m Knopqr srt77                          (1) 

Where Io and Kn  are the intensities of the incoming light and scattering light as 

function of angle, respectively, VP is the particle volume, VS is the laser spot volume 

inside the solution and r is the distance from the laser focal point to the detector. 

The TiN nanoparticle showed a scattering cross section of σ ≈ 6E-15 m2, 

while TiN clusters σ ≈ 4E-13 m2. The synthesis of TiN clusters from nanoparticles 

agglomeration significantly improved its scattering cross section by about 2 orders of 

magnitude. This means that the incoming light from the NIR laser will be scattered 

more efficiently inside the solution, allowing a more uniform distribution of energy, 

and therefore preventing the absorption of high intensity light. This is evident in 

Figure 4.2b, where increasing the particle size of TiN by nanoparticle agglomeration 

increases the optical limiting threshold up to 50%. This result is relevant since for 

practical applications, the tunability of optical limiting is important in different fields 

such as, electro-optical sensors [39] or even for the protection of the human eye.[40] 

As previously mentioned, the reverse saturable absorption and optical limiting behavior 

of nanoparticles are directly correlated to the third order susceptibility of these solutions. 

The contribution of the polarization for a nonlinear material, such as TiN NP, is 

described as [46] :              

             P(t) = ɛ [χ(1) E(t) +χ(2) E 2(t) +χ(3) E3(t)+· · · ≡ P(1)(t)+ P(2)(t)+ P(3)(t)+· · ]          (2) 

Where P(t) is the polarization, E(t) is the applied optical electric field, χ(1), χ(2) and χ(3)  

are the linear susceptibility, second and third order nonlinearities, respectively. It is 
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equally important to note that nonlinear absorption coefficient α, is related to the 

imaginary part of the third order nonlinearity tensor, χI(3): 

                                                   χI
(3) = (n02 ɛ0 c λ/3π) α                                                (3) 

where n0 , ɛ0, c, λ are the linear refractive index, the electric permittivity of the free 

space, the speed of light and the wavelength, respectively. Meanwhile the nonlinear 

refractive index, n2, is correlated with the real part of the third order susceptibility 

tensor, χR
(3): 

                                                  χR
(3) = (4/3)n02 ɛ0 c n2                                                (4) 

where n0 is the linear refractive index. Additionally, intensity-dependent refractive 

index (n=n0+ n2 I) results in the self-focusing of the beam inside the media.[47] We 

further investigate third order nonlinearities of TiN by exploring the self-focusing effect, 

where the laser beam diameter decreases after passing through the solution. For 

materials with lower nonlinear absorption, the nonlinear refraction index becomes more 

detectable.[48] Therefore, we decided to investigate the self-focusing properties of TiN 

in the continuous regime, where nonlinear absorption is not as prominent as in the 

pulsed ns regime. We monitored the laser spot size after the beam passes the solution. 

The degree of self-focusing percentage was calculated by:    

           ΔFWHM%=100* (FWHM water – FWHM solutions)/ FWHM water                 (5) 

Where FWHM water and FWHM solutions are the beam diameter after the beam passes 

the cuvette filled by water and the nanoparticle solutions, respectively. ΔFWHM% 

represents the degree of self-focusing of the solution, where a higher percentage 

difference (Δ FWHM %) indicates a higher self-focusing effect. We performed this 

experiment only on TiN NP’s solutions, since the laser powers used here are above the 
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self-focusing threshold, and clusters exhibited similar nonlinear behavior to 

nanoparticles on the ns regime.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. a) The degree of self-focusing (percentage difference in the beam diameter 

after being focused inside TiN NP solutions compared in water) for a) Thin cuvette size, 

and b) Thick cuvette size. c) The frontal images obtained by the camera showcase the 

beam width reduction for solutions with higher TiN NP concentrations.  

 

Figures 4.3a and b show the ΔFWHM % as a function of the particle concentration, 

for cuvette thickness L/4 and L respectively. In both samples, the degree of self-

focusing increases as the concentration increases from 10 to 70 µg/ml. For the thinner 

cuvette L/4, ΔFWHM % reaches a value of 50% for the maximum concentration. 

However, increasing the size for the cuvette to L, leads to 90% self-focusing degree at 

same concentration. Larger optical path in the thick sample is associated with the 

reduction in the nonlinear refractive index, which is inversely proportional to the focal 

distance of the Kerr lens.[49] This results in the positive lensing effect (increase in the 

focal length of the arbitrary lensing) and therefore a higher degree of self-focusing. It 

2m

c) 

a) b) 

2m 2m

10 µg/ml TiN 30 µg/ml TiN 50 µg/ml TiN 70 µg/ml TiN 

2m

2m
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is important to observe that power laser does not have a significant influence on the 

degree of focusing (see Figures 4.3a and 4.3b ), at least for the case of a CW regime, 

where enough power was used beyond the threshold power to induce nonlinear 

refraction index on the material.[50] For more details on the impact of power on self-

focusing behavior in TiN NP solutions, see supporting information section S7. 

Moreover, for sample size L, ΔFWHM % the degree of self-focusing increases abruptly 

from 10 to 30 µg/ml, yet this increment slows down above this value. This can also be 

observed by the images shown in Figure 4.3c, as the significant decrease in the beam 

happens from 10 µg/ml to 30 µg/ml. As was mentioned above, high nonlinear 

absorption, achieved by increasing concentration, will reduce the nonlinear refraction 

index, and therefore reduce the self-focusing efficiency.  

The reduction of the beam size after passing through the nanoparticle solutions 

is an indication of optical Kerr effect.[49, 50] We used Rayleigh-Gaussian beam 

propagation to obtain the equivalent focal point for each TiN NP’s solution, acting as a 

Kerr lens (see section S8 on the supporting document for more details). The equivalent 

Kerr lens focal length Fz as a function of TiN NP’s concentration, is shown in Figures 

4.4a and b for L/4 and L thickness, respectively. The results indicate that the solution 

behaves as a positive lens, where its focal length increases as TiN NP concentration 

increases too. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between Fz and particle 

concentration indicating the decrement of nonlinear refractive index in the TiN NP 

solution of high concentration. [49] It is important to mention that in our calculations, 

we assumed gaussian beam propagation after the solution (Kerr lens). However, 

previous studies indicate that the beam no longer behaves as a gaussian beam, and the 

effective focal length should be multiplied by three to consider the variations in the 
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beam quality.[51] The sample size has a significant impact on the focal length. For the 

L, the focal lengths are larger compared to L/4. Consequently, the beam path and 

nanoparticle concentration both result in changes in the self-focusing response of TiN 

NP’s solutions. The focal lengths achieved by the nanoparticle solutions are much 

smaller than typical commercial lenses. This result opens a new avenue for light 

focusing in microscale systems such as lab on chip, miniature imaging or high-

resolution imaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Equivalent focal point, fz, as a function of the TiN Concentration for a) thin 

cuvette, and b) thick cuvette. 

 

4.4 Conclusion: 

The present study reported the correlation between TiN particle concentration on 

nonlinear optical properties such as nonlinear absorption coefficient, optical limiting, 

and self-focusing properties of plasmonic solutions. These optical properties were 

reported for TiN clusters with identical linear optical densities as TiN nanoparticle 

solutions. The nonlinear absorption coefficient in the ns pulsed laser regime increased 

linearly with concentrations for both types of structures. However, TiN clusters 

a) b) 
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required higher concentrations to achieve a similar nonlinear absorption coefficient due 

to their higher scattering cross section by about two orders of magnitude. The optical 

limiting was also observed in TiN NP and cluster solutions in the ns regime. The optical 

limiting threshold decreased significantly as the concentration of TiN particles 

increased. However, solutions above 15 µg/ml of TiN NP and 68µg/ml of TiN cluster 

NP’s, showcased a relatively constant power flux for their optical limiting threshold. 

We attributed the bubble formation, enhanced scattering, and RSA at higher 

concentrations to the enhanced optical limiting properties observed in the solutions. 

Lastly, the self-focusing behavior of nanoparticle solutions were investigated in the 

continuous resonant regime. The increase in the nanoparticle concentration led to 

increase in the Kerr lens focal length, indicating the decrease in the nonlinear refractive 

index.  Overall, the results of this study add valuable information on nonlinearities 

present in TiN NP and clusters for diverse groups of applications such as photothermal 

therapy and sensor protection. Finally, we demonstrated the vital role of nanoparticle 

concentration on the third order optical nonlinearities in the ns and continuous regimes. 

4.5 Experimental Section: 

   Figure 4.5a shows an SEM micrograph of TiN NPs with a size distribution of 50 

nm, which were purchased from U.S. Research Nanomaterials Inc. From these 

commercial nanomaterials, TiN clusters were synthesized by the colloidal self-

assembly method, where a honey comb microhole array of Polystyrene film (diameter 

of 10µm) was used as a template. The film was first wetted with hydrophobic 1-

butanol, which is partially miscible in water and allows phase exchange in water. 

Microholes were then filled by TiN NP solved in water. The array was exposed to 

large volume of 1-butanol, which created emulsion droplets inside the holes and 
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colloidal TiN NP assemble into a series of clusters.[52] Figure 4.5b shows an SEM 

micrograph of TiN clusters with a size distribution of 350 nm. The linear absorption 

coefficients of TiN NP solutions with concentrations from 5 to 35 µg/ml, initially 

selected for this study, were obtained using a UV-VIS spectrometer (Carry 500, 

Agilent). The concentrations of TiN cluster were selected to match the OD of TiN  

NP’s solutions as shown in the table of Figure 4.5c.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. SEM images of a) TiN NP’s, d = 50 nm and b) TiN clusters, d = 350 nm. 

c) The OD of TiN NP and cluster are reported. The concentrations of TiN clusters 

were adjusted to obtain identical linear optical densities as the TiN nanoparticle’s 

solutions. 

 

The open aperture z-scan method [53] was used to measure nonlinear optical 

properties in the mentioned solutions. A quartz cuvette, containing the plasmonic 

solutions, was attached to a z-micrometer stage (Thorlabs) to displace the sample 

inside of the z-scan optical setup, described in Figure 4.6a. A ns ND: YAG pulsed 

laser (Surelite, Amplitude) at λ=1064 nm and 10 ns pulse duration was focused (39 

µm spot size) inside of the nanoparticle’s solution by a convex lens (L1, f = 50mm). 

The laser beam was divided by a 50/50 beam splitter before and after the cuvette, and 

TiN NP 

Concentration 

[µg/ml] 

TiN Cluster 

Concentration 

[µg/ml] 

Optical 

density  

5 16.48 0.13 

10 42.65 0.26 

15 68.83 0.38 

20 95.00 0.52 

25 121.18 0.62 

30 147.35 0.75 

35 173.53 0.87 

a) 

b) 

      c) 
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both intensities were collected by two identical photodiodes (Thorlabs DET10A), 

each one connected to an integrating sphere and then connected to an oscilloscope 

(sample rate of 2.5 GHz). The cuvette was displaced between the focusing lens and 

the detector in steps of 1.3mm for each measurement. This procedure was repeated 

four times at each position and the average value was reported. The error bars were 

obtained by finding the standard deviation of the four measurements. The laser energy 

was initially set to 20µJ (below the plasma threshold) to avoid plasma and bubble 

nucleation while performing the experiments. The normalized transmittance from all 

the Z-scan experiments was fitted with the open aperture equation to obtain the 

nonlinear absorption coefficient α (I)[53] as:     

                                                        
HH@ = ∑ VW �XYYZ@  [\u ]%]@%v ^

_

=`��=a7                                         (6) 

Where wxyy = z/x{|} w|}  is the effective length, L is the length of the sample, ~}  is the 

peak intensity at the focal point, Z is the longitudinal displacement, �} is the Rayleigh 

range, and |} is the linear absorption coefficient of the solution. The OD at 1064 nm 

for each TiN nanomaterials was obtained from Table 1 (see Figure 4.5c). Finally, the 

nonlinear absorption coefficients for TiN NP and TiN cluster solutions were derived 

by finding the best fit using the above Equation 4.6.  
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Figure 4.6. a) Z-Scan setup to investigate the nonlinear absorption coefficient and 

optical limiting properties of the plasmonic solutions. For the nonlinear absorption 

coefficient measurements, the cuvette was moved along the focal path of lens 1, 

meanwhile for the optical limiting measurements the sample was stationed at the focal 

point and the output power was measured as a function of input power. b) 

Experimental layout for the self-focusing measurements of the resonant 808 nm 

continuous laser in the solutions.  

 

 The optical limiting properties of the selected concentration plasmonic solutions 

were investigated by measuring the output transmitted light as a function of incoming 

light. For this, the sample was kept at the focal point of the laser, variating the laser 

energy from 20 to 80 µJ (see Figure 4.6a). This experiment was repeated four times 

and reported the average value of intensities. It is important to mention that the laser 

energies were converted to power flux by considering ohm’s law, the area of the 

detector, and the impedance of the oscilloscope.  

The last optical properties investigated in this work, with the setup shown in Figure 

4.6b, was the self-focusing effect only on TiN NP’s solutions. A CW diode laser at λ= 

800 nm (CrystalLaser LC) was focused after collimation with a concave lens ( f =100 

a) 

b) 
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mm) in the middle of the sample. A CCD camera was then placed 15cm away from 

the center of the cuvette to monitor the beam width after passing through the 

solutions. The images obtained from the CCD were edited by the shape smoothing 

process in ImageJ, which consists of a Fourier transformation combined with filtering 

of Fourier descriptors (FDs), and the intensity profile (plot profile) of the beam center 

was obtained. These measurements were corroborated using a Gaussian fit to 

calculate the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the standard deviation of each 

measurement. The laser powers were ranged from 39 mW to 100 mW to see its 

influence on the beam width. The experiments were repeated for two cuvette sizes 

with the thickness of 2.5 mm (thin sample) and 8 mm (thick sample) respectively, to 

characterize the role of sample size and beam optical path in the self-focusing 

properties. 

Finally, we calculated the equivalent Kerr lens focal length fz for the TiN NP’s 

solutions, using the beam width obtained and applying the gaussian beam propagation 

method.[54] The Rayleigh and Gaussian beam equations were applied to find the 

following relation: 

                                              �"�	 − 	 ��"]%N �"� +  �	 = 0                                      (7) 

where �"� is the Rayleigh range for the Kerr lens, ω”z is the beam width at the camera, 

and Z is the distance between the camera and the center of the cuvette. See section S8 

from supporting information for more details about obtaining Equation 7.  
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Chapter 5: Characterization of ageing resistant transparent nanocrystalline 

yttria-stabilized zirconia implants and Zirconium Nitride Nanoparticle 

Solutions 

 

5.1. Characterization of ageing resistant transparent nanocrystalline yttria-

stabilized zirconia implants: 

Polycrystalline Zirconia-based implants have been utilized in many biomedical 

applications due to their high hardness, biocompatibility, and chemical stability [1]. 

However, the implants with micron-sized grains have shown long-term failure due to 

low-temperature degradation (LTD). LTD refers to the transition from tetragonal to 

monoclinic, which is concurrent with a volume increase of 4-6% [2]. This volume 

increase is initiated by the hydroxyl groups entering the lattice through the oxygen 

vacancies [3,4]. Therefore, the increase in oxygen vacancies formed by the doping 

process accelerates the LTD process [5].  The samples with higher dopant concentration 

exhibit higher chances of LTD. Furthermore, the LTD becomes a nucleation site where 

compressive stresses lead to micro-cracks in the implant [2,6]. Implants with higher 

density demonstrate slower propagation of the monoclinic phase [7] and further 

enhancement of the mechanical properties. 

 The nano-scale grain size of Yttrium stabilized Zirconia implant, nc-YSZ, 

provides higher densities compared to micron-sized grain samples and has a higher resistance 

to LTD [8-10]. Therefore, we studied nc-YSZ implants with the grain size of 147 ± 45 

nm at yttria dopant contents of 3, 6, and 8 mol % before and after aging treatments . The 

aging assessments were performed based on the ISO 13356:2008 recommendation, which 

consists of autoclave processing at 134○C at a water partial pressure of 2-3 bar [11]. The 

high temperature used in autoclave processing accelerates the LTD process by self-
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ionization of water and increases the production of OH− ions [12]. According to the in-

vivo study of femoral YSZ implants, 1 hour of autoclave processing equates to 3-4 

years of in-vivo aging [11]. However, since nc-YSZ ceramics are more resistant against 

LTD, higher ageing times up to 100 hours are recommended [13]. Therefore, we studied 

the mechanical properties of YSZ samples before and after to100 hours of aging.   

To compare the mechanical properties between the pristine samples and aged 

samples, indentation tests were performed using a micro-Vickers hardness tester (900-

391A, Phase II Plus, NJ). The indentation was performed using a loading force of 4.9 N 

and 15 s duration. The instrument was recalibrated before and after testing, by 

performing a series of indentations on a certified steel reference sample. The average 

value and SD of 10 indentations were calculated for each sample before and after the 

ageing treatments. 

 

 

 

Table 5.1: Hardness of YSZ samples before and after aging.  

 

As the phase transformation to monoclinic compromises mechanical 

properties, we compared the hardness of 3YSZ, 6YSZ, and 8YSZ before and after 

ageing. The averaged results and the standard deviations calculated from 10 

indentation experiments per sample are summarized in Table 1 as a function of ageing 

treatment time and yttria content. For the pristine samples, the highest hardness value 

was obtained for 3YSZ sample. The 6YSZ and 8YSZ samples had slightly lower 

hardness values (6.64% and 4.26%, respectively). 

Hardness (GPa) 

Sample Pristine After 50 hr After 100 hr 

3YSZ 13.84 ± 0.20 13.80 ± 0.16 13.71 ± 0.21 

6YSZ 12.92 ± 0.10 13.16 ± 0.11 13.13 ± 0.13 

8YSZ 13.22 ± 0.12 13.16 ± 0.18 13.17 ± 0.13 
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 For 3YSZ and 8YSZ samples, changes in hardness were not significant (paired 

two- tail t test), with t values greater than 0.05. For the case of 6YSZ, the change in 

hardness between pristine sample and sample after 50 or 100 hours of ageing 

treatment was found to be significant (t = 0.00094 and 0.0037, respectively), 

although these changes were small (less than 2% increase in hardness compared to 

pristine sample). 

The hardness of our nanometric YSZ samples, both pristine and aged, compare well 

with similar YSZ materials reported in the literature [8,14]. A reduced yttrium (~3 mol 

% yttria) content is generally associated with better mechanical properties. In samples 

with higher yttria dopant contents, the hardness values are lower, whereas the 

transparency is notably increased. The 3YSZ sample (tetragonal structure) showed the 

best mechanical hardness and 6YSZ and 8YSZ showed slightly lower hardness, due 

to higher yttria dopant content which results in the presence of a mixed tetragonal-cubic 

structure (6YSZ) and cubic structure (8YSZ). The changes in the averaged hardness 

values after the treatments for the 3YSZ and 8YSZ were not significant (paired two-

tailed t test) while a slight increase (<2%) was found for the hardness of 6YSZ after 

ageing treatment. Increased hardness due to ageing was an unexpected result and 

may be due to measurement error of the hardness of pristine 6YSZ, which was notably 

lower than the hardness of the other pristine sample compositions. 

 

In conclusion, this study indicates the hardness of nc-YSZ samples remains 

relatively constant after hours of aging. The high density of our nano-grain-sized 

samples lowered the transition rate from tetragonal to monoclinic.  These promising 

results prove the longevity of nc-YSZ samples for biomedical applications such as 
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transparent brain implants, where access to the brain without the need for craniectomy 

can play an important role in imaging and diagnostic purposes. 
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5.2.Nonlinear Optical Characterization of Zirconium Nitride Nanoparticles: 

Zirconium Nitride nanoparticles (ZrN NP) solutions similar to TiN NP are 

transition-metal nitrides with high-thermal stability and mechanical hardness. The 

electric and thermal conductivity of these materials is comparable to metal 

nanoparticles. Furthermore, both TiN and ZrN NP exhibit plasmonic properties in the 

visible region (15-17). More specifically, ZrN has a melting point of 2980 ± 50 oC 

and outstanding mechanical properties with a hardness of 15 GPa (18). 

ZrN nanoparticles can be synthesized by various methods such as 

carbothermic nitridation (18), laser ablation in the N2 environment (19), zirconium 

wire explosion in the nitrogen atmosphere (20), microwave-mediated synthesis (21), 

and nonthermal plasma method (22).  Amongst the above methods, only the 

nonthermal plasma method provides a uniform size distribution. Therefore, we 

studied ZrN NP synthesized by a nonthermal plasma reactor with a size distribution of 

8.2 ± 1.9 nm. The nonlinear optical absorption of these nanoparticles was measured 

by a z-scan set up as explained in the previous chapter. The transmittance of a 1064 

nm nanosecond pulsed laser was monitored before and after passing through the 

solution. The cuvette, filled with 75 µg/ml ZrN NP diluted with DI water, was 

scanned in the z-direction and the normalized transmittance as a function of distance 

is reported in Figure 5.1. The drop in the transmittance near the focal point refers to 

the reverse saturable absorption. However, the laser energy used for ZrN nonlinear 

absorption measurements was 50 µJ since no nonlinearities were observed at lower 

energies used in TiN NP measurements. The nonlinear absorption coefficient was 

calculated to be 7.516 × 10/�from the fitting, which is almost an order of magnitude 

smaller than the nonlinear absorption coefficient measurements for TiN NP solutions.  
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Figure 5.1. Z-scan experimental and fitting results for 75 µg/ml of ZrN NP solutions 

when irradiated by a 50 µJ nanosecond pulsed laser beam.  

 

 

The nonlinear absorptive behavior of ZrN NP in the near-infrared regime makes these 

nanoparticles great candidates for biomedical applications where higher tissue 

penetration and lower laser energy requirements are required. Previous studies on ZrN 

nanocomposites demonstrated the antibacterial properties of this material. 

Furthermore, the high melting point of ZrN NP allows withstanding high-temperature 

environments for applications such as photothermal therapy.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In this thesis, I investigated the laser-induced cavitation dynamics in plasmonic 

nanoparticle solutions. Laser-induced cavitation bubbles impose damaging effects on 

the surrounding environment and the degree of the damage depends on various factors 

such as the bubble size, shockwave intensity, and bubble duration. The 

implementation of plasmonic nanoparticles in the laser-induced cavitation process has 

been recommended since these nanoparticles reduce the laser energy requirement for 

bubble formation and provide a more confined and local damage. My study on bubble 

dynamic behavior in nanoparticle solutions allows researchers to predict the bubble 

behavior in plasmonic nanoparticle solutions for applications such as cancer cell 

therapy where selective and controlled damage to cancer cells is required. 

My research shows that the addition of plasmonic nanoparticles to DI water modified 

the optical and hydrodynamic properties of the liquid. Moreover, gold nanorods 

(GNR) are one of the well-known plasmonic nanoparticles with promising outcomes 

in terms of biocompatibility and cancer therapy. In chapter 2, I reported the laser-

induced breakdown threshold, bubble dynamics, and the relative shockwave intensity 

in GNR solutions and other liquids such as ethanol and glycerol solutions. The surface 

tension of the GNR solution was reported to be lower than the surface tension of DI 

water. Therefore, I expanded the studies in Ethanol-Water and Glycerol-Water 

solutions with the goal of understanding the impact of surface tension and viscosity 

on the bubble behavior. One of the key findings of this chapter was the higher 

shockwave intensity observed in GNR compared to shockwaves formed in other 

solutions. I attributed this result to the higher absorption in the infrared regime for 

GNR compared to the remaining solutions. Additionally, bubbles formed in the 
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solutions with the lowest surface tension had the largest bubble diameters, meanwhile 

bubbles formed in the viscous solutions had the longest bubble duration time. 

It is equally important to note that GNR despite their many advantages, also 

introduces disadvantages for laser-based applications due to their low thermal 

stability. In chapter 3, I compared the optical response of GNR to another plasmonic 

nanoparticle solution, Titanium nitride nanoparticles (TiN NP). I compared the optical 

density, shape, nonlinear absorption, and bubble behavior before and after exposure to 

50 minutes of pulsed laser irradiation. These results indicate that TiN NP maintained 

their plasmonic and nonlinear absorption behavior after laser exposure. However, 

GNR fragment into spheres and lose their nonlinear absorptive properties. 

Furthermore, laser-induced cavitation in TiN NP solutions were concurrent with 

multiple bubbles formation prior to the focal point of the laser beam. I attributed these 

secondary bubbles formation to high absorption of TiN NP solutions and the heating 

of the solution due to the self-focusing of the beam. The comparative study on the 

optical absorption indicated the superior nonlinear absorption in TiN NP compared to 

GNR solutions. 

The findings in chapter 3 showcased the thermal stability of TiN NP in the 

nanosecond regime, which makes these nanoparticles a great candidate for many 

applications even beyond the laser-induced cavitation such as photothermal therapy 

and laser rewarming process.  Therefore, I further investigated the laser interaction 

with these nanoparticles in the form of free-standing nanoparticles and clusters. The 

nonlinear optical properties of TiN nanoparticles and clusters at various 

concentrations was reported in chapter 4. My findings indicated that optical limiting 
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occurs at lower laser powers for TiN NP compared to cluster solutions. Moreover, 

both TiN solutions exhibit reverse saturable absorption with nonlinear absorption 

coefficient increasing with concentration. However, freestanding TiN particles require 

less concentration to achieve a similar nonlinear absorption coefficient compared to 

the clusters. Another key finding in this chapter was the presence of the self-focusing 

behavior in TiN NP solution where TiN nanoparticle solutions behave as a Kerr lens. 

These results further explained the cavitation behavior observed in TiN solutions in 

the previous chapter. In TiN NP solutions, the self-focusing of the beam along the 

laser path resulted in multiple secondary cavitation bubble formation. One can 

conclude that TiN nanoparticles modify the nonlinear absorption of the beam and 

impact the laser fluence at the focused site.   

The overall findings of this thesis can allow researchers to find a solution with 

optimal nonlinear optical properties to achieve a confined laser-induced damage. 

Further applications of this work can be applied to laser-rewarming processes where 

plasmonic nanoparticles can provide uniform heating. The body of this work provides 

significant information regarding the laser interaction with plasmonic nanoparticles 

and the durability of such processes depending on the nanoparticle selection. In the 

future, more studies need to be conducted in terms of penetration depth of the laser in 

the tissue cells in the presence of plasmonic nanoparticles. Further studies on non-

Newtonian media are also required to better model the cavitation behavior in vivo.  
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Appendix: 

S1 Nanoparticle Synthesis: 

Bare TiN and TiN-Si shell NS were synthetized using a non-thermal plasma reactor. 

The system used for the nanomaterial production is presented in Figure S1a. The 

setup consisted of a quartz tube reactor powered by a 13.56 MHz radio frequency 

(RF) power supply, where TiN NPs were synthesized in a gas mixture of Ar, TiCl4, 

and NH3 (gas flow rates: 1 sccm TiCl4, 70 sccm Ar, and 3 sccm NH3), with a couple 

power of 180 W. For the synthesis of TiN-Si shell particles, a second reactor was 

connected in series and powered by an independent power supply. The particles 

produced in the first reactor aerodynamically traveled into the second reactor, where 

45 sccm of Ar-SiH4 gas (1.3% SiH4 in Ar) was introduced. The secondary plasma 

with a power of 20W encapsulated the TiN NP in a silicon-based shell. A low plasma 

power was kept in this second stage to prevent the nucleation and growth of isolated 

silicon particles. 

 

 

 

Figure S1. a) Nonthermal plasma reactor system to synthesize TiN and TiN-Si coated 

NPs. The red square indicates a second stage where the Si shell is added to the TiN 

NP’s produced in the first reactor. b) Optical density (OD) spectra for all the plasmonic 

solutions used in our study. The OD at 1064nm of resonant GNR solution was matched 

with TiN and TiN-Si NP solutions by changing concentration. 

 

Additionally, Commercial GNR solutions (Nanoapartz) with plasmonic peak at 808 

nm (A12-10-808-CTAB-DIH-Bulk) and 1064 nm (A12-10-1064-CTAB-DIH-Bulk) 

a) b) 
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were used for a comparative study with our synthesized materials. The optical density 

(OD) of TiN and TiN-Si diluted in water solutions were matched with the OD of the 

purchased GNR at 1064 nm wavelength. This was achieved by collecting the 

transmission spectra at different concentrations, from 10 to 100 µg/mL, and 

calculating the OD. Figure S1b shows the matching OD= 1 ± 0.1 at 1064 nm for 

concentrations of 29 µg/ml, 74 µg/ml and 39 µg/ml for TiN NP’s, TiN-Si shell NS’s 

and GNR solutions, respectively. 

S2 Laser Irradiation and Cavitation Dynamics: 

The OD of the solutions and the morphology of the nanoparticles were further 

investigated after laser-induced cavitation exposure with the goal of understanding the 

thermal stability of these nanoparticles. For these experiments, each sample was 

irradiated by a pulsed Nd: YAG 1064 nm laser (Surelite, Amplitude), with a pulse 

duration of 6ns at 10Hz and an energy of 4mJ, during 12.5, 25, and 50 minutes, 

respectively. The samples were cavitated homogeneously by stirring at a constant rate 

as illustrated in Figure S2a. After each time of laser irradiation, the OD of the samples 

was monitored. In addition, the structural properties of the materials, before and after 

radiation, were characterized with a high-resolution TEM (FEI Titan Themis 300).  
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S3 Z-Scan Experiment: 

Finally, the nonlinear optical properties of our solutions were explored by means of 

the Z-scan method. Figure S3 shows the setup used for this experiment, where the 

cuvette was displaced along the laser focal point (after lens L7) by means of a Z- 

micrometer Stage (Thorlabs), while the beam intensity was measured before L7 and 

after the cuvette simultaneously. Both signals were measured by two identical 

photodiodes attached to an integrating sphere and connected to an oscilloscope with a 

sample rate of 2.5 GHz. The beam energy was set to a low value of 120 µJ to avoid 

the nucleation of cavitation bubbles and guarantee that the intensity changes were 

only due to non-linear absorption effect, rather than plasma formation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2. Z-Scan setup to measure the nonlinear optical properties of the plasmonic 

solutions. 
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S4 Optical Density Measurements: 

 

The optical density (OD) of TiN NP and TiN clusters shown in Figure S1 were 

obtained by a UV-VIS spectrometer. A broadband plasmonic response is observed. 

However, TiN NP shows an optical density approximately two times higher than TiN 

cluster at 1064 nm, despite their slightly lower concentration. The difference between 

OD is much higher in the resonant regime (800 nm wavelength), where TiN NP has 

five times higher OD compared to clusters. 

The higher scattering cross-section of TiN clusters results in optical losses and 

therefore lowering the OD. TiN clusters in this study had a diameter of 350 nm 

compared to freestanding TiN NP with diameter of 50 nm. We compared the 

scattering cross-section and the nonlinear absorption coefficient for TiN NP and 

clusters in the next sections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Optical Density of TiN NP and TiN cluster as a function of wavelength. 

 

 

S5 Scattering Cross-section Measurements: 

The scattering cross section was calculated for TiN Np and TiN cluster using the 

multiangle Rayleigh light scattering technique [58–61]. A CW laser at λ = 800 nm was 

focused into a Pyrex tube, containing the plasmonic solutions, using a fiber collimator 
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and lens with a focal length of 75 mm, as is shown in Figure S3.A. We used very low 

concentrations: 12.5 µg/ml and 25 µg/ml for TiN NPs and clusters solutions, 

respectively, to avoid high absorption of the incoming laser light. The scattered light 

from the particles is then collected and focused to an integrating sphere with a lens of f 

= 50.0 mm. A calibrated photodetector (DAT01, Thorlabs), attached to the integrating 

sphere, was connected to an Oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS5104 Digital Phosphor) to 

measure the scattering signal from the solution. The integrating sphere was placed on a 

Thorlabs manual rotating stage to be able to obtain the scattering intensity at different 

angles (from 0 to 90o). The beam laser had a 2 mm spot size and a power laser of 350 

mW approximately. 

 
Figure S4.  a) Optical setup to measure scattering cross-section of nanomaterials. b) 

The intensity of each nanomaterial was measured at various angles from 0 to 90 

degrees. 

 

 

The Raman scattering cross section was obtained by equation  [48]: 

 h = �+>� ���c�
�� 
�d	K�,�> c� � Knopqr srt7

7  (1) 

 

Where the Vparticle and Vspot are the volume of the nanomaterial and the laser spot, 

respectively, ff  is the focal length of the lens, I0 is the intensity of the incoming light 
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and Kn  is the intensity of the scattering light as function of angle r.  

 

S6 Nonlinear Absorption Coefficient: 

 

Z-Scan experimental data is shown in Figures S3 and S4 for TiN NP and TiN 

cluster solutions, respectively. We kept laser energy at 20 µJ to avoid plasma formation 

for this part of our study. We also normalized the transmission data for TiN NP 

solutions by dividing the transmission values by the transmission value in DI water. 

The transmission for each nanoparticle solution decreases as the sample approaches the 

focal point (z=0mm).  The decrease in transmitted light at the focal point dictates the 

nonlinear reverse saturable absorption properties. Finally, we obtained the nonlinear 

absorption coefficients for each solution by fitting the nonlinear absorption equations. 
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Figure S5. Z-Scan results of TiN solution at various concentrations at 20µJ. The 

transmission at the focal point(z=0mm) drops indicating the presence of RSA 

phenomena. 

 

As the TiN NP concentration increases, the normalized transmission baseline (away 

from the focal point) decreases due to an increase in linear absorption at higher 

concentrations. Additionally, the drop in transmission becomes more significant at the 

focal point for more concentrated solutions, indicating an increase in the nonlinear 

absorption coefficient.   
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Figure S6. Z-Scan results of TiN Cluster NP’s solution at various concentrations at 

20µJ. The transmission at the focal point (z=0 mm) drops indicating the presence of 

RSA phenomena.  

 

Similarly, TiN clusters exhibit reverse saturable absorptive properties as shown in 

Figure S4. As the concentration of clusters increases, the reverse saturable absorption 

properties become more prominent. The drop in transmittance at the focal point is the 

highest for cluster solutions with the highest concentration. 
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S7 Self-focusing Experiment: 

In the self-focusing experiments, the beam width was monitored after being focused 

inside the cuvette filled with various TiN NP concentrations. The beam diameter 

decreases more than 80 % after passing through a thick cuvette (length 8mm) filled by 

TiN NP solutions as compared to the cuvette filled by water, Figure S5a.  The beam 

diameter as a function of power is also shown for the thinner cuvette (width of 2.5mm), 

Figure 5Sb. The beam diameter reduces in size after passing the cuvette, however the 

beam reduction occurs in smaller increments in the thinner cuvette compared to the 

thicker cuvette. Moreover, the degree of self-focusing is independent of incoming laser 

power, which is due to using laser powers above the self-focusing power threshold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S7. Degree of Self-focusing as a function of power after beam passes a cuvette 

filled with TiN NP solutions and the width of a) 8mm and b) 2.5 mm.  

 

S8 Gaussian beam propagation inside a self-focusing media: 

We used the beam width measurements after the cuvette, ωz, and the beam 

measurements obtained by the knife-edge method prior to the lens L2, ω0, to calculate 

the equivalent focal point of self-focusing solutions, fz (Figure S6).    

a) b) 
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Figure S8. Laser beam propagation through the self-focusing media. 

By using the Rayleigh equations, we obtained a relationship between beam width before 

and after the cuvette: 

                                                               ��7 = d%N��@                                                           (1) 

                                                                �”7 = d]N���@                                                              (2)  

Where  ��7 and  �”7 are the beam width before and after the cuvette, respectively. F2 

is the focal point of focusing lens L2, and fz is the equivalent focal point of the solution. 

We then used the gaussian beam propagation to obtain a relationship between �”7 and 

�”I, which is the beam width at the camera. 

                                                   �"I =  �"7 �1 + & ��"�(	                            (3) 

Where Z is the distance between the center of the cuvette and the camera, and �”� is 

the Rayleigh range:  

                                                                 �”�= 	��”@%N                                                          (4) 

 

By substituting equation 4 in equation 3, we obtained the following equation: 

                                             �"�	 − 	 ��"]%N �"� +  �	 = 0                                         (5) 

By solving the above equation for �"�, ω”0 was then calculated from equation 3 and 

therefore, an equivalent focal lens value for each solution was calculated. We then 

plotted the equivalent focal point �I versus power for each solution. 




